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Freshman Hospitalized After Weekend Assault
The Westport police were notified of a medical situation
alarm. The medical emergency alarm was then activated in the
after a medical alarm button was activated at the house at 80
house and it could not be cancelled.
Hillspoint Road, where they party took place. The party was
Koskinas, who supervises the patrol and detective divisions, expressed frustration in dealing with the attendants of
A University freshman is in intensive care after being
a house owned by the parents of another Fairfield freshman,
the party, because no one has come clean or pointed to any
assaulted at an underage house party in Westport on Saturday
Brian Chung, who is also a Fairfield Prep graduate. Chung's
parents are still out of the country, according to Westport Ponight, according to Westport police.
perpetrators.
lice Captain Foti Koskinas.
"To go this far and dump somebody in single digit temA neighbor at 78 Hillspoint Ave, Skip Lane, found Keith
peratures in a driveway and not be cautious enough or call the
unconscious in his driveway at approximately 12:51 a.m.
police is dumbfounding," said Koskinas. "For all these people
"If David Keith was not found within a few hours, he probto have some type of involvement and not for a single person to
come up and speak, it's astonishing."
ably would have died," said Koskinas.
Pellegrino urges any students with information to contact
Keith is in stable condition, although Westport police have
the Westport Police Department,and expressed regret that the
not yet been able to speak to him.
"To this point, the information we have received as to
off-campus party was so well-attended by Fairfield students.
his recovery and prognosis are positive, but his injuries were
"This was a large gathering at a private residence with presumably many strangers in attendance and where alcohol was
severe," said Dean of Students Tom Pellegrino. "The University
served," Pellegrino said. "When you combine all those factors,
has been in regular contact with David and his family and we
it is almost guaranteed that something bad will happen."
are hopeful for a speedy and fullrecovery."
The University's code of conduct applies to off-campus
The majority of the 100 party attendants, about 80 percent,
behavior and therefore some of the Fairfield students could
according to Koskinas, were Fairfield freshmen. "Very few from
face discipline soon. Meanwhile, Westport police are continuQuinnipiac and maybe one or two from Sacred Heart," he said.
ing to investigate.
Many students were being shuttled to the party from the
"This is not something we take lightly, this doesn't happen
University campus in order to avoid arousing suspicion.
No one has come forward with information about who
often in Westport," said Koskinas.
Keith, an engineering major, lives in Gonzaga Hall.
may have been in an altercation with Keith, but through eviAnyone with information is encouraged to Contact Det.
dence, police are positive that injuries were from physical conHarsche of the Westport Police Department at 203-341-6080.
frontation, although many attendants blamed it on a drunken
spill in the parking lot.
"We have nothing to prove that theory," said Koskinas. "It
was pretty clear that his injuries came from being hit with a
blunt object or fist."
Police say they have narrowed down "people of interest"
after interviewing "well over 35-40 people" who attended.
"We definitely have some suspects of some people due to
histories," he said.
According to police, Keith was put into a medicallyPeter Caty/The Mirror induced coma to aid in the treatment of his injuries. Koskinas
hopes that Keith may be able to identify his assailant. Keith
Beer cans still litter the driveway of 80 Hillspolnt Rd. in Westport, where
David Keith attended a party and was assaulted.
reportedly suffered a fractured skull, bleeding behind the eyes
and other injuries.
"We're going day by day talking to his family and doctors,"
David Keith, 18, was found on the driveway of a nearby
house unconscious with extensive injuries to the head and face
said Koskinas.
Police were alerted to the situation by an accidental
shortly before 1 a.m. Sunday morning. The temperature was
Peter Caty/The Mirror
medical alarm at Chung's home. A fire alarm had been
under 20 degrees when he was found.
Freshman David Keith was found unconscious in the driveway
activated accidentally prior, but was deactivated and the
After he was found, Emergency Medical Services from Westof this house, two houses away from the underage party held by
home owner reported to the fire department that the alarm
another freshman.
port arrived and transported him to Norwalk Hospital. Keith is
was false. Many people scattered from the party after the first
from Norwalk and graduated from Fairfield Prep last year.
BY LILY NORTON

EXECUTIVE EDITOR

Fairfield Finances Hurt Less by Endowment Losses
BY ANNIE ROONEY
STAFF WRITER

While many well-known
universities and colleges have suffered drops in their savings account
during the 2009 fiscal year, Fairfield
maintains economic control. Endowments are part of the reason.
Endowments are a crucial piece
to many Ivy League and state university financial puzzles. Economically,
2009 was the worst year since the
great depression and the number of
received endowments at many universities and colleges has decreased.
The 2009 NACUBO-Commonfund Study of Endowments ranked
Fairfield at 225, with an endowment decrease of -23.7 percent.
In comparison to Harvard's -29.8
percent decrease and Yale's -28.6
percent decrease, Fairfield holds

stronger ground. Although the University's amount of endowments has
decreased, Fairfield
has avoided the
larger hit because its
economic strategy.
Bill Lucas,
vice president for
finance at Fairfield,
explained endowments through
three types. The
first are endowment funds. These
are typically gifts,
and their principle
cannot be touched.
The second type is
quasi endowments.
William Lucas
These are internallygenerated funds that are used at the
University's discretion. The last type
is investments. Funds of the Uni-

versity are invested and potentially
grow into larger sums.
Universities typically
spend their
endowments
through a
three-year
spending
average. This
spending rule,
that 90 percent
of universities abide by,
utilizes earnings based on
a three-year
Mirror File Photo average by
spending only
a small percentage of the earnings strategically
throughout the three-year period.
According to Lucas, this rule helps
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keep spending balanced. Many universities were hit hard with the lack
of endowments in 2008 and 2009
because their even spending routine
was not replenished.
With the even three-year
spending plan most universities
follow, how did Fairfield manage to
take a smaller hit?
Fairfield's postponements of
construction and planning have
worked to its benefit. The lack of
funds in Fairfield's bank account in
past years prevented it from spending, so its savings have added up.
Also, Fairfield's amount of endowments are significantiy less than
those of Harvard or Yale and the
University is not financially dependent on them.
While other institutions kept
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Stags Come Out for
Fairfield Fridays

THE STAG SCHED

THIS WEEKEND ON CAMPUS...
IN FIVE EASY STEPS
BYMELISSAMANN

VOLUNTEER: KlCKOFF TO RELAY
FOR LIFE
Relay for Life is not until April, but the kickoff is
on Monday, Feb. 22. If you plan on participating, why
not get a head start?
American
Cancer

CELEBRATE: VALENTINE'S DAY
Whether you're in a relationship or single,
pig out on candy and watch sappy movies to
your heart's content.

Peter Caty/lhe Mirror

Fairfield students Mike McKay '13, on the left, and Andrew McMahon '13, on the
right, cheer on the men's basketball team last Friday at Alumni Hall. The team
played against St. Peter's and defeated them.
Stag, Lucas

CAMPUS
CRIME
BEAT

\
Wednesday, Feb. 3
7:17 a.m. There was a burglary in a residence hall. A
laptop was stolen. It is currently under investigation.

BY DAN LEITAO
STAFF WRITER

Tuesday, Feb. 2
8:00 a.m. Students were
involved in a motor vehicle
accident. There were no
injuries.
11:15 a.m. There was a
complaint of computer
tampering. It is-currently
under investigation.
6:01 p.m. There was a narcotics violation in a residence hall. Students were
referred to the Judicial.

Thursday, Feb. 4
12:18 a.m. There was a
narcotics violation in a
residence hall. Fairfield
Police was notified and the
student was arrested.
Friday, Feb. 5
11:37 p.m. There was
unauthorized entry into
a room and it was left in
disarray.

EAT: SWEET TREATS
Pig out on sweet treats at the Sweet Valentine Dessert Buffet, Thursday at 6 p.m. in the
BCC LL. Sponsored by Campus Ministry, the
proceeds from the buffet will go to help fund the
various student service trips.

i |Jf
'
violation in a residence
hall. Fairfield Police was
notified and the student
was referred to Judicial.
10:03 p.m. There was a rescue from the Regis elevator.

SHOP: MILFORD MALL
Get a ride to the Milford mall this weekend
from the FUSA-sponsored shuttle, which will be
departing from Alumni Hall every hour starting at
11 a.m. and running until 10 p.m., both Saturday
and Sunday.

Sunday, Feb 7
2:44 a.m. Public Safety
investigated an off-campus
assault.
Monday, Feb. 8
3:32 p.m. There was an
unwanted guest at the
townhouses. It is currently
under investigation.

LAUGH: ON THE SPOT IMPROV
The "On the Spot" Improv shows, performed
in the style of Shakespeare. There will be shows on
Friday, Feb. 12, at 7 and 9:30 p.m., and Saturday, Feb.
13, at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in the Pepsico Theater.

Saturday, Feb. 6
1:15 a.m. A student was
arrested for a narcotics

■HP

By the Numbers

Better Know a Stag
BY GABRIELLA TUTINO

Who: Kevin Grondin' 12
Major: Management
Involved in: The KG & CO Radio Show

125,000
Copies sold of "The Naked Roommate," according to Barnes
and Noble.

350

What is your favorite thing about having your own radio show?
KG: I think being able to share and talk about the music I like with other people.

Estimated number of students who attended
"The Naked Roommate" event.

Who would you like to perform at Fairfield?
KG: Artie Monkeys

107
Other issues you might run into at college,
according to the "Naked Roommate" book.

What's one thing you would change about Fairfield?
KG: Maybe lessen the core a little bit.
What is one thing you would like to do before you die?
KG: A lot of traveling, explore different cultures that fascinate me.

%
Naked Roommate.
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Q &A: Library Adds
Skype to Reach Students

How
Transfers
Figure
It Out

BY MEGHAN SCHELZI
MULTIMEDIA EDITOR

STAFF WRITER

It is a thought that runs
through almost every freshman's head during their
first few months at school.
"Did I make the right decision, or would I be happier
somewhere else?"
Most students, 93
percent at Fairfield and 88
percent around the country*
stick with the school they
originally attended; however,
there is a minority of brave
souls who pack up their first
dorm room and start all over
somewhere else.
Dean of Freshmen Dr.
Debbie Chappell estimates
that of all the freshman she
talks to every year, less than
five percent of them talk
about transferring.
"I think there are a
number of reasons," she
said. "Students who come
here are very well prepared
and we try to do our best
to ensure that they do well
academically."
Mary Morris attended
Fairfield as a freshman and
is now a senior at University
of Massachusetts Amherst
(UMass).
"I knew I wanted to
transfer sometime during the second semester
of freshman year. I just
thought Fairfield was too
small and like high school
all over again" said Morris.
"When I originally
applied to colleges, I only
applied to small schools
because I thought that's
what I wanted, but after
visiting my friends at large
schools, I really liked the
big atmosphere."
Morris also said that

UMass, being a big state
school, had many more options as far as majors went
and that the reduced price
tag of UMass helped a lot
as well.
It only took Chaya Lee
'10 one semester at Pennsylvania State University
to see that the big college
scene was not for her. By
Thanksgiving of her freshman year, she had already
sent out applications to
transfer. She went home
to Chicago and attended
community college for a semester while she explored
her options for sophomore
year. Ultimately, she decided on Fairfield.
According to Lee,
adjusting to her new school
was a breeze compared to
the actual transfer process.
"First you feel discouraged because you are so
excited to go to school and
then you end up hating it."
"Plus, you have to get
your high school and current college transcripts,
new letters of recommendations from professors and
old ACT/SAT scores," said
Lee.
"I think it was just
harder because I wasn't
planning on ever doing the
college application process
ever again, so all the stuff I
just mentioned was everywhere."
When students do say
they are thinking about
transferring, Chappell
makes sure they register for
classes and join the housing
lottery for their sophomore
year because most students

don't hear whether they've
been accepted to another
school until the summer.
Chappel also urges
students to attend a class in
the other school before they
commit to transferring out
of Fairfield. Chappell said
decisions to transfer usually
aren't involving academic
issues.
"It's rarely because they
aren't happy with their
classes; it's almost always
an out-of-class issue."
The difference in class
size was something Morris
noticed right away. UMass
has 20,873 undergraduate
students while Fairfield
only has 3,886.
"My classes at Fairfield
had about 20-25 kids in them.
With smaller classes, it was
easier to meet people and to
talk to the professor if I was
having trouble," said Morris.
"My first year at UMass
I had classes with 400 people. Having classes that big,
it is easy to skip, so you really have to be a disciplined
student. Also, you have to
be willing to go and talk
with professors regularly so
that they get to know you,"
continued Morris.
In the end, both transfer
students were happy.
"I don't think there is
anything that I would do
differently. I have had a
great experience at both
schools, UMass was just a
much better fit for me," said
Morris.
"Would I have done
anything differently? Yeah,
I would've come here first,"
said Lee.

University Endowments
Decrease
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

the even spending routines in motion,
Fairfield was stagnant. This was "one of
the few times where being poorer is an
advantage," according to Lucas.
While Fairfield may have suffered
less endowment damage in comparison
to other universities, it has still experienced financial consequences. Fairfield's
savings account lost about a million dollars without spending anything because
of the economic disruption during 2008
and 2009. As a result the budget has been
reduced, employee layoffs were instituted last May, salaries have been frozen
and all payable positions have been
critically analyzed and reviewed. Fairfield

also saw the smallest tuition increase in
years at 3.9 percent, according to Lucas.
The recent bond Fairfield received
looks to fulfill new initiatives by carefully re-structuring the school. Lucas
and Fairfield's budget committee aim to
use common sense things, like attractive
housing and prosperous amenities, to
place Fairfield in a position to continue
strategic planning and enhancement.
"There is no one magic pill to take,"
said Lucas.
Financial turmoil will be a detrimental factor in any economic planning until
the national economy begins to regain
strength and stability.

Fairfield University DiMenna-Nyselius Librarian
Curtis Ferree discusses new library technologies,
designed to reach students at Fairfield and abroad.

What are the different technological mediums
the library uses to interact/help students?

Contributed Photo

Did you know that Barack Obama was a
transfer student? After two years, he decided
to leave Occidental College in Los Angeles
for Columbia University.

BY JOHN PADOVANO

Page 3

We try to make ourselves as accessible as possible. We
have a physical presence in the library that people can
use, and students can call us as well. But they can also
email us, IM us, or text us a question. Students can become fans of our Facebookpage and get updates about
library services that way, and we also have a blog that
students can read or subscribe to via RSS feeds.
I also heard that now you are using Skype?
Is that also an option?
We just launched a Skype reference service this
semester. Originally we were thinking it would be a
good way for students studying abroad to reach us,
but it's free for anyone to use.

Has Skype been used a lot by
students? Are students aware it
launched?

3 ifflH*1!' |H|ji"i,?*!* *

Well, the Skype service is pretty
new, so we haven't had anyone
use that yet. but the other services are all pretty heavily used.

THElrf MIRROR

Is one more popular than others?

Of the technologies we used, IM is definitely
our most popular. More so since we put the
chat widget on our homepage.

What are the most popular kinds of questions you
get from students via these technologies?

THE l»?MIRROR

They run the gamut. Some are just short, directional
questions asking what our hours are, or if we have a
certain book. Others are more in-depth research questions. Basically, students can ask whatever they want.
If it's something we feel we really can't answer in that
format, then we'll ask the student if there's another
way we can do it.

THEfcJMIRROR

When is the most popular time ppl IM... late
night questions..or throughout the day? Why?

In general, Wednesday is our busiest day. It sort of
seems to follow a bell curve, starting lower on Monday
then rising to a peak on Wednesday, and then going
down a bit into the weekend. It also varies on the time
of year. During the two weeks that lead up to finals,
we're busy all the time.

Are certain librarians assigned to certain technologies or is everyone on everything?
How does that work?

We are all trained on everything. When we are at the
reference desk, we answer emails, the phone, IMs,
text messages and all the in-person questions. Right
now, we're only doing Skype by appointment (to account for time difference with study abroad students).

THE

WORD
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OF THE DAY IS:

2.0

While social "networking" is an every weekend occurrence at the townhouses or Fairfield beach, it's an everyday, every hour, every minute happening
on the revamped 'Mirror Online'. Aside from a brand-new, user-friendly interface on our homepage, Mirror Online now boasts anything and everything that delivers you up-to-the-minute news from North Benson and beyond. Facebook, Twitter, RSS Feeds, YouTube? We've got you covered.
The new Mirror Online: it's reliable, it's instantaneous, it's change.
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Online
How do you feel about Gender-Neutral Housing? Send your thoughts to
opinion@fairfieldmirror.com.
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Off-Campus Assault Raises
Questions for Fairfield
After a Fairfield student
was found unconscious in .
a driveway in Westport, police and students alike have
a lot of unanswered questions. The first and most
important question: what
will happen to David Keith,
the 18-year-old freshman
who remains at Norwalk
Hospital after having serious head trauma?
Rumors are mounting,
but authorities say that
Keith is stable after suffering extensive injuries to his
head and left unconscious
on a neighboring driveway
of the massive off-campus
Fairfield freshman party.
It's a possibility that
Keith may not fully recover.
Police told The Mirror
that if Keith was left in the
driveway a few more hours,
he likely would have died.
Luckily he was found by a
concerned neighbor of the
student who hosted the
party.
That brings up another
question, who would assault Keith nearly to the
point of death?
Drinking too much
sometimes leads to fighting,
but the injuries that Keith
appeared to be caused by
someone fighting to kill
or seriously injure, not
typically the attitude of a
college student. It's safe to
assume that the assailant
fled knowing that was seriously injured and could die.
It is very possible a Fairfield
student could be the perpetrator.
Police say they have
leads after conducting
interviews with atleast 40

people at the party, and
have suspects based on
cross-referencing interviews and criminal histories
of attendants. But police
still face a major problem,
the majority of the students
at the party, almost 80 percent from this University,
are refusing to talk about it.
While it is likely many of
the students scattered fearing arrest, not one could
come forward and at least
tell the police something?
Instead many have claimed
Keith fell and hit his head,
but police have emphatically said the injuries had
to have been caused by an
assault.
The party itself is also
cause for concern for the
University. This was a party
thrown by a Fairfield freshman mainly for his classmates about six miles away
from campus, in an upscale
community found right off
Post Road.
The most important issues right now are Keith's
condition and finding the
assailant, but another question is raised again: should
the drinking age be lowered? If Fairfield students
did not feel the need to
sneak off to a house offcampus, unsupervised and
with no security, maybe this
would not have happened.
If the drinking age was
18, and had a fight occurred, students would not
fear punishment as a result
of reporting it. Instead,
students are too scared of
the repercussions to help a
wounded classmate.

THE MIRROR welcomes the opinions
and contributions of its readers:

In reference to "Valentine's Day On A College Student's Budget," below by Rosemary O 'Connor. Have an opinion? Send it to
opinion@fairfieldmirror. com.

Valentine's Day On A College Student's Budget
BY ROSEMARY O'CONNOR
STAFF WRITER

Ah, Valentine's Day. For many, it rings with a sweet
undertone, promising a day of candy, flowers and stolen
kisses. For others, nothing but hollow pangs of dread.
Yes, having a boyfriend or girlfriend on Valentine's
Day is very nice. After all who doesn't like exchanging
corny Sweetheart candies and an affectionate note here
or there? However, the holiday does often seem to lead to
unnecessary pressure.
If you have a boyfriend or girlfriend, you would naturally feel obligated to get your significant other a gift. He
or she would expect it. But didn't you just a scant month
and a half ago purchase him or her a Christmas present? I
know I certainly haven't paid off my bills from Christmas/
Chanukah gifts for my friends yet. Plus, in January and the
first week of February there are, I kid you not, five birthdays in my family. By Valentine's Day, it's like my bank
account is starving.
You would think that Valentine's Day only exploits
those in love, but in reality this is a far cry from the truth.
Everyone remembers exchanging little gifts or cards
featuring Disney characters with all members of your
class in elementary school. While fun when you're five,
this practice sets a precedent and makes us females, at
least, believe that we must buy a cute, tiny gift for all our
friends. Just like every other holiday, this one has been
taken over by our consumer society as well.
Think about it: you can't go anywhere this time of
year without seeing red frilly hearts, or Cupid posters, or
those adorable little bears in CVS you know your friends
will love. Even grocery stores display hundreds of red

balloons with sayings like "Be Mine." It's hard not to buy
something.
Americans play right into this. We purchase the bear,
stock up on the chocolate, and give out the cards. In 2009,
the National Retail Federation calculated that we spent 17
billion dollars for Valentine's Day. Apparently, expenditures increase by seven percent each year.
I don't even want to look at the Christmas statistics.
Don't worry everybody. There is a way out of this rut.
If you are fortunate enough to have a significant other in
your life, kudos. Go with the Sweethearts. If not, I recommend my approach from a few previous years: a foolproof, inexpensive tactic for a fun-filled celebration.
Last year, I visited my best friend and we spent the
day making each other construction paper cards, eating
chocolate, reading aloud passages from a book entitled
"I Hate Valentine's Day" borrowed from the library, and
watching "John Tucker Must Die" on a rented DVD. Best
Valentine's Day I ever spent.
I've spent the past three VDays with my friends following a similar format. Why? None of us have found our
significant others, or even another in whom we had slight
interest. But mainly, it was because we all had less than
fifty bucks to our names.
So whether you are single or taken, get together with
someone and watch a good comedy. Order pizza, and for
dessert, pig out on the junk food your roommate received
from his or her boyfriend or girlfriend, because let's be
honest, one single person could never consume all that
on their own. You'll eliminate expensive dinner dates and
superfluous gifts no one knows what to do with.
I guarantee you'll enjoy yourself — and ycur wallet
will thank you.

Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted in person at BCC 104, by
email at opinion@fairfieldmirror.com or through our Web site

NOTABLE AND QUOTABLE

(www.fairfieldmirror.com).
All letters to the editor that are appropriate will be published either in print or
on www.fairfieldmirror.com
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content, length and
grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities and personal attacks,
and should contain correct and factual information.

"Rich people spend a lot more on their own problems, like baldness, than
they do to fight malaria."
-Bill Gates

Letters should not exceed 400 words.
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Decorating Your
Dorm With What
You've Got
BY JULIA MAOLUCCI
STAFF WHITER

They say that after a long day of work, there is nothing like heading home to a house you adore after a day of stressful events. They
say that in college, there is nothing like heading back to your overFebrezed dorm room to crash on your tacky futon piled high with the
rejected outfits that never made it to the previous night's festivities.
Actually, nobody says that. Unfortunately, I find more often
than not that fellow students loathe the sight of their dorm room.
Personally, being away from the room at home that I love
so much was hard enough, so I knew my dorm room had to be
my home away from home. Luckily for me, it doesn't hurt that
my roommate is another version of myself, so everything in our
room coordinates just right.
Whenever anyone walks into our room we always get one of two
reactions: "This room is glowing pink" and "Wow, this is a dorm?!"
No, we didn't get lucky with some luxurious suite, we simply put our
heads together and designed the best room that we could with what
we could.
The secret to all of this? There is no secret, it's simple! However,
there are a few tips I'll share with you that can instandy brighten the
mood of your dorm room.
Rule number one — Turn off that awful fluorescent lights! Trust
me, it isn't doing anything for you... or your complexion. Opt for a
floor lamp and table lamps, one for each person in the room. For
example, between our beds, my roommate Juliana and I have a large
floor lamp and we also have matching desk lamps to balance out
each side of the room.
Rule number two — Symmetry! Now this rule doesn't always
apply because not everyone is lucky enough to live with someone
who they can coordinate with. If this isn't you, skip this rule! Juliana
and I have balance in our room. Our beds, armoires, stacking totes
and desk lamps are all perfectiy symmetrical. It's just an extra touch
that really gives it that WOW factor.
Rule number three — Natural lighting and natural odor. I know,
you're probably laughing at the last one. But seriously, a smelly room
is not a happy room. Open the window and let some light and fresh
air in once in a while. It can do wonders to rid of that musty dorm
room smell!
Rule number four — Clean up the floor and make that bed.
Okay, the "I don't have time excuse" is something I laugh at. I manage a full schedule of classes, activities and run three miles a day, but
somehow I have time to make my bed in the morning. I'm sure you
can too! Also, buy yourself a garbage can. Those Tostitos on the floor
aren't too cute.
Rule number five — Accessories, accessories, accessories! A
perfect outfit isn't complete without the finishing touch of a necklace,
headband, etc. What makes you think a room is any different!? And
I'm not saying you have to spend a fortune either. A few posters can
do wonders for those jail cell-like walls. Adding that '"WOW" factor to
a room can literally be done for pennies. Juliana and I taped ribbons
onto our armoires and overhead light (that's the one you NEVER turn
on), to give the room extra texture and appeal.
So let's wrap up: lighting, cleanliness, accessories and symmetry.
These easy steps will bring you simple and wallet friendly dorm room
happiness. And a wonderful way to spend a lazy Sunday!

Dorming in Sin?
comfortable.
Opposition to this option
stems from the fear that allowing
men and women to live together
may mean couples will move in
together. But how realistic is this?
While the idea of students being
allowed to live with their girlfriend

cause a man is living with a woman
does not mean that he is going to
attack or rape her. Additionally,
My roommate Mike was surwith same-sex roommates, there is
prised when he opened his housing
still the possibility that somebody
assignment letter before freshman
could commit violence against a
year, as he initially thought he was
member of their own sex.
assigned to be living with two girls.
My brother Corey is a sophoWith roommates
more at Washingnamed "Casey" and
ton University in
"Taylor," it's easy
St. Louis, where
to understand his
gender-neutral
mistake. But at more
housing is allowed.
than 30 colleges
He says that it is not
across the nation,
a big deal on camthe idea of men and
pus. "It's not really
women sharing a
an issue," he said. "I
dorm room is not so
don't think anybody
surprising.
really cares."
More colleges
Would this ever
are now offering
work at Fairfield?
gender-neutral
Probably not. Even
housing for students
though Jesuit colwho want to live
leges tend to be
with members of
more liberal than
the opposite sex.
other religious
Wheaton College in
schools, we are still
Massachusetts just
a Catholic universiapproved a genderty. I cannot imagine
neutral housing
a school run by
proposal on their
priests allowing
campus. Columbia
unmarried men and
University is conwomen to live tosidering a similar
gether, regardless of
option.
whether or not they
The argument
were a couple.
behind genderBut I think
neutral housing is
that this is an opPhoto illustration by Peter Caty and Dan Leitao/The Mirror
that students are not The differences between a guy's and a girl's room are obvious
tion that should be
necessarily comfortseriously considable living with members of the
or boyfriend may sound appealing
ered at Fairfield. People should be
given the opportunity to live with
same sex. According to the National at first, in reality I can think of very
whomever they want, regardless of
Student Genderblind Campaign, an few people who would actually
organization devoted to establishchoose this.
gender. A man and a woman can
live together without being in a
ing gender-neutral housing at
This argument also excludes
sexual relationship.
universities, many gay, bisexual,
the possibility that forcing students
I know plenty of women that I
and transgendered students may
to live with members of the same
wouldn't mind having as a roomfeel uncomfortable living with
sex would not result in couples
members of the same sex.
living together anyway. Under the . mate. I can also think of couples
current system, gay couples already
who spend so much time sleeping
These arguments make a lot of
have the option of living together.
over at each other's place that they
sense. As progressive as we like to
practically live together anyway.
think the United States is, there is
Gender-neutral housing just exFairfield should re-assess the
tends the possibility to heterosexual
still a lot of discrimination against
reality of the current rooming situcouples that might want to choose
gays and transgendered people.
this option as well.
ation, and decide if they want to
Giving people the option to live
make a move towards being more
with members of the opposite sex
There is also opposition based
progressive and open-minded.
allows them to live in an environon the idea that this may lead to an
increase in sexual violence. Just bement where they may feel more
BY CASEY DONAHUE
STAFF WRITER

Huff and Puff about Stuff-A-Friend
BY ANNIE ROONEY
STAFF WRITER

Letter to the
Editor
To the Editor:
It's a shame to see the "He Said She Said" column go. As a
parent of a recent grad, I enjoy The Mirror and the "He Said She
Said" column. It's a shame that the women who threatened a
law suit ultimately succeeded in killing the column. I don't think
they did themselves any favors though. I can picture their type
as kids holding their breath until their parents relented and
gave them what they wanted. In the soft cocoon of college life,
they can pretend that they acted as adults, but in reality, they
were just holding their breath. The real world will treat them
differently. But somehow I can see them complaining that their
shortcomings are always someone else's fault. Poor babies.
Sincerely,
Rob Smith
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Every Fairfield student looks forward to planning a
Friday night.
The first night of the weekend is a fresh start for a
fun weekend. So when FUSA decides to run an event
on a Friday night at 8 p.m., it better be a good one.
Build-a-Bear, or as FUSA put it, Stuff-a-Friend,
was the event for Friday Jan. 29. If you have never built
a bear before at you local mall's Build-a-Bear factory,
maybe this would not have interested you. I was gullible enough to let it persuade me in my Friday night
plan making.
So there it was, my Friday night was going to begin
with a FUSA event. Since the event began at 8 p.m.,
according to the poster, I gave myself plenty of time to
relax after a hectic day, enjoy a good "Stag" dinner and
give myself plenty of time to get there early for a quick
stuff-a-friend session. At 7:50 p.m. I decided to head
over to the Oak Room where the fun was taking place.
What do you know; when I got there the line was
backed up all the way to Jazzmans! I panicked. Didn't
the poster say that the event started at 8 p.m.? I was
thinking, why are so many people here early?Am I still
going to be able to stuff a new friend? The questions
were rushing through my mind as I assessed the situation.

As the line remained stagnant and its length
continued to grow, I started to become worried. Girls
were already walking by with their new stuffed friends
and they looked so cute! As tempted as I was to cut the
line and poke my head into the Oak Room, I remained
in line with my friends who were also anxious given the
uneasy situation.
At 8:03 p.m. an announcement was made. A
FUSA representative smoothly made her way down
the line with news that there were no more bears left.
She didn't even hesitate to promote the next FUSA fish
frenzy event that was taking place the next night. Sorry
FUSA, I didn't want a fish friend. I wanted a stuffed
friend.
My friends and I turned to each other in shock.
What?! How is it possible that all the bears were gone
after three minutes of an event? Other puzzled and
upset emotions flooded the hallway of the BCC as the
awkwardness of standing in line for no reason sunk in.
This has therefore led me to these two conclusions. Either FUSA was letting people build their bears
earlier than the advertised start time on their posters,
or they planned an event for 10 students when about
50 actually showed up. Either way, FUSA dropped the
ball. Make your posters with accurate starting times or
prepare better for a weekend event.
I wonder what time the fish frenzy event ended
because they ran out offish.
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Revealing The Reason Rehind the Ringing
BY ALEXANDRA FOREMAN
ASSISTANT PHOTO EDITOR

"

We've all heard them when walking to Barone or have
waited to hear them signaling the end of class, but have
you ever taken the time to stop and listen to the chiming
of the bells in front of the chapel?
The bells were constructed along with the chapel in
1990, and have been controlled automatically through the
computer ever since. They are a symbol of spiritual life for
students at Fairfield, and can be heard across the campus.
"When walking to the business school, I pass the bells
on the hour. The first time I walked past it scared me because I could not only hear it but I could also feel it from
the tips of my toes to the top of my head. If you're standing
next to it, it's really loud," said Bridgette Sliva '12. "But they
are elegant and charming visually."
In the past, bells have been used in schools as time
signals, to call people to worship, or for emergencies and
warnings. In earlier years, a human being had to physically pull church bells to make them ring. However, this is

Peter Caty/The Mirror

The view of the bells from below; the individual bells toll in
different patterns at different times throughout the day.

not the case anymore.
The bells of the Egan Chapel are automatically set up
to ring through a computer that is controlled from Campus Ministry.
"They are set up according to church tradition for the
Angelus and the hours," said Fr. Michael J. Doody, Director
of Campus Ministry, and the man in charge of ringing the
bells.
The bells are rung three times a day for the Angelus,
a Christian devotion that takes place in the morning, at
noon and in the evening.
Angelus is a Christian tradition in honor of the Incarnation, and it occurs at the sound of a bell. The practice
goes back about 12 centuries, and consists of repeating the
Hail Mary prayer three times in a row.
Although not many students practice this tradition on
a regular basis, it is significant to the community and the
school's reputation as a Jesuit university.
Separate from the chapel itself, the bells are programmed to ring twice every hour — once on the hour
and then again on the half hour. When they ring on the
hour, the amount of times they are rung is equivalent to
the time of day it is. On the half hour, they only ring once.
Parts of both Canisius and Donnarumma face the
chapel, and the bells are often heard in those rooms. The
offices of the Communications department, located in
Donnarumma, look out direcdy onto the chapel. Communications professor Gisela Gil-Egui's office faces the bells
and she hears them daily.
"I like the solemnity of the bells ringing," Gil-Egui
said. "They don't bother me."
She also often teaches in the rooms in Canisius, and
the bells usually go off during her classes, especially during the midday turbo she teaches.
"At noon you can really hear them, but they're not so
loud that I can talk over them," she added.
"I like them, they remind me what time of day it is,"
said Greg Kinne '12.
The bells can also be rung manually, for reasons such
as tolling a death or pealing before mass.

Jackstaposition:
Valentine's Day

The Feast of
St. Valentine is just
around the corner.
I know what you're
thinking: "But Jack!
It feels like Martin
Luther King, Jr. Day
was only yesterday!"
I sympathize with
your disbelief but
don't worry, there
will be another
one next year, I
promise. Besides,
now we have an
opportunity to take
an in-depth look
at what Valentine's
Day really means
for normal, everyday people like you
and I. Well, like you,
anyway.
The modern
Valentine's Day was
likely a descendent
of the old Roman
fertility festival of
Lupercalia, which

of it, but then at
the last minute
one involved
JACK MCNAMARA
party backs out
STAFF WRITER
because they
"don't want
their relationship to be so
stereotypical."
Therefore, it
was celebrated in
might not surprise
part by bathing
you to learn the creone's self in the
ators of the contemblood of two freshly-sacrificed goats
porary Valentine's
and one dog, hence
Day Were the same
the origin of 'My
people who decided the death of
Bloody Valentine.'
Naturally, this was a Jesus Christ would
littie too freaky even be commemorated
by having a giant
for the perpetually blood-soaked
bunny rabbit break
Romans, who at this into people's homes
point were already
and leave behind
getting plenty of
gift baskets full of
truly breathtaking
flack from PETA,'
items, like storeand an executive
decision was made
brand jelly beans.
Anyway, fake
to make the whole
history lesson aside,
thing a lot more
for those of you
family-friendly.
unaware, I remain
So, we went
single for Valenfrom a pagan holitine's Day (Hey
day where people
there, ladies...) behad sex for the hell
cause, technically,
of it to a Christian
my own reflection
holiday where
does not count as
people plan on hava love interest. But
ing sex for the hell

Peter Caty/The Mirror

The bells in front of Egan Chapel, built in 1990, are a symbol of spiritual life on campus and are a familiar sound to
all students.
After a quick time check on a clock, it often appears
as though the bells ring a couple minutes behind the usual
schedule.
"It makes me feel like I'm on time even though it's
three minutes late: It reminds me that I'm on God's time,"
says Sarah Gatti'10.

Question efitfie Week
BY GABRIELLA TUTINO

even so, I am nowhere near shallow
enough to advertise
myself to others on
The Mirror's dime. I
am, however, quite
shallow enough
to do so for my
younger brother,
Dennis.
Girls! Have
you found that the
Fairfield-brand
McNamaras just
aren't right for
you? Do you find
them more clingy
and bizarre than a
leopard-print Snuggie fresh out of the
dryer? Well, look
no further, because
now you can have
Pennsylvania State
University's most
available bachelor, the 'Dennis!'
He's got everything the previous
model doesn't: He's
younger! Taller!
Beard-ier! And he's
got an iPhone! The
(love) operator is
standing by! Call
(508)-341-9954
NOW!

KekoaTaparra'12:
A trip to the Met in
NYC; bubble tea and
sushi for dinner; going
to Chinatown; ending
the night with romantic karaoke until 2 am.

What is
your idea
of a perfect
date?

Nicolle Gutierrez '10:
Something adventurous and something
fun, with as littie
awkwardness as possible.

Brian Ng '12:
To go skydiving and
then have lunch on top
of a pyramid.

Bianca DeAngelo '12:
Normally with my boyfriend, we'd go on a
picnic at the beach or
park. Then we'd walk
around and get coffee.

DanLiashek'12:
Going out to dinner or
somewhere to have a
conversation. At home
I'd probably walk by
the Canal near my
house.
MaryMcGrath'10:
Time alone. Nothing
too big or fancy.

Features
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As Open As a (Face)Book
BY ANA ZIEGLER
STAFF WRITER

Do you want to share your personal information with
the world? No? Think you have taken all the necessary precautions to prevent that?
Think again.
In December, Facebook changed its privacy policy and
now, without even knowing it, you may be sharing your
personal information with everyone surfing the World Wide
Web.
We all know how useful and fun Facebook can be, but
we also know that it has become widely popular, and not
only among college students.
Companies you applied to for a job or internship can
pull up your profile to see if you have any embarrassing
pictures posted —. and, let's be honest here, we all do. In the
future, those might cost you a chance at a great job opportunity.
Not worried about your career future yet? Think instead
about that girl you've been trying so-hard to impress. One
look from her at your Facebook page and all that effort will
have been in vain.
Abouta month ago, a box appeared on the top of your
Facebook homepage and asked you to change your settings.
If you were like most people, you closed it without paying

any attention and automatically accepted the settings that
Facebook put on default. The problem? Now all your information is now floating around on the internet.
A few important changes occurred, most of which affect
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Photo Illustration by Mikaela Tierney
The personal information, photos and videos you post on your
profile could potentially be viewed by anyone.

Protecting your Profile

the information stored on your homepage. If you post a new
status update, you can now customize it with a lock that is
next to the "share" button. Without setting a special security,
the default setting for this is "everyone" and they literally
mean everyone.
Your private information that is visible on your profile
page is now also visible for everyone to see. This includes
information like your birthday, and your religious views.
There is a buttori"on the settings page that gives Facebook permission to share your information with search
engines like Google. If you have this box checked, everything;
on your page that you have set as visible for "everyone" can
be accessed through a search engine.
There is also information out there that applications —
like Bumper Sticker and Farmville — can access, so if you
don't use an application anymore, make sure that you have
deleted it from your list of apps.
Not only can the apps that you use access your information, but the ones used by your friends on their own profiles
can access it as well.
Many dangers lurk in allowing your information to be
viewed by strangers — the best prevention is to check your
profile settings regularly to make sure they're exactly as you
want them.

How to Set your Privacy Settings

Status Updates & Private Information

Your Applications

Your Friends' Apps

1) Hover your mouse over the button "settings" in the
upper right hand corner. Click on "privacy settings"
2) Click on "profile information"
3) You can customize your settings for each point. The
settings for each photo albums can be set separately. Click
"preview profile" to see how everyone can view your profile.
Search Engines
1) Go to "settings" and select "privacy settings".
2) Click on "search"
3) Uncheck the box that says "public search results" to
prevent search engines from using your information.

1) Click on the "applications" button in the lower left
hand corner and select "edit applications" from the menu..
2) In the upper right hand comer select "authorized"
from the menu to view all of your authorized apps.
3) Every app has a button that says "profile" If you click
on it, it will direct you to the profile page of that application.
4) Under the picture of the app is a button that says
"block application" Click it and confirm that the app is no
longer able to use your profile information. Just keep in
mind that blocking an application will remove any boxes of
that app from your profile.

1) Hover with your mouse over the button "settings" in
the upper right hand corner. Click on "privacy settings"
2) Click on "Applications and Websites"
3) Under "What your friends can share about you"
click on "edit settings"
4) You can now uncheck the boxes of the information
that you don't want your friends to be able to share about
you through the applications.
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Day one
and we're in this together
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The Spice Girls are back, but this time on Broadway.

Adding 'Spice'
to the Stage
BY RENEE BORGHESI
STAFF WRITER

ABBA. The Four Seasons. Billy Joel. Even Green Day. But... the
Spice Girls?
The 1990s English pop group is only one of the latest musicians
to try out the big stage with a new musical called "Viva Forever."
While the careers of several musicians and groups have had great
success on Broadway, Fairfield students had mixed reactions to the
news of a Spice Girls musical.
"I was never into the Spice Girls. I can't even name one of their
songs," said Maggie Smith '12.
Most students said they were fans of the group but the decision
to go see the musical would depend partly on the price, reviews,
and story. According to Broadway.com, "Viva Forever" will tell its
own story set to the music of the Spice Girls, rather than be a tribute
to the pop group, similar to "Mamma Mia!"
The popularity of the group is still apparent, proved by the
huge success of a reunion concert tour in 2007-2008 that attracted
old and new fans. Also, as Pat Shea' 11 pointed out, the Spice Girls
are still celebrated today because many people our age have at least
some of the well-known hits on their iPod.
According to Martha LoMonaco, professor and director of
Fairfleld's theater program and producer for Theatre Fairfield, the
producers think that tons of Spice Girls fans will buy lots of tickets
to the show and attract the masses.
"The commercial Broadway theater is all about product," said
LoMonaco. "Anything that has the potential to sell as mass entertainment will get developed and produced."
"Mamma Mia!" producer Judy Craymer has teamed up with
American Idol creator Simon Fuller's company XTX and Universal
Music to create the show. "It will harness the distinct personality
of the Spice Girls to create a musical that celebrates the energy and
excitement of the biggest girl-band of all time," Craymer said in a
statement to the press. The LT.K.'s Daily Mirror reported that the
idea is to have five unknown actresses take the parts and the Spice
Girls will have a say in who is cast. The Spice Girls formed in 1994
and went on to become one of the most successful girl groups of all
time.
"It makes me feel old when groups from our childhood are doing these kinds of musicals," said Wilkinson.
While some who liked and listened to the Spice Girls years
ago, like Kelly Burke '10 and Kate Meszaros '11, held an interest
in seeing the musical, others who also listened to the group when
younger, like Felicia Lee '10, were not so into the idea. Although Lee
was not interested in seeing the musical, fans of the group who still
follow them today may want to go see it, she said. Also, because of
the name recognition of the Spice Girls, others may feel an incentive to go see it as well, Lee said.
"I think it would be fun because the music is obviously catchy,"
said Elise Wilkinson '10.
"About time," Corinne Puorro '10 joked when told about the
musical. Like hundreds of other young girls, the Spice Girls were
Puorro's favorite group as a child. "I'm excited for the musical and
will definitely go see it," she said.
Meaghan Bradley '10 listened to the Spice Girls when she was
younger but had no interest in seeing their musical list. "I feel like
Spice Girls music isn't necessarily musical caliber," she said.
However, Shea thought that the Spice Girls fit in with the musicians that made it to Broadway.

Indie jam band Barefoot
Truth, based out of Mystic, Conn,
is returning to Fairfield to play a
concert at the Fairfield Theater
Company on Feb. 21. The young
band, formed in 2005 by Will
Evans (lead vocals, guitar, drums)
and Jay Driscoll (vocals, guitar,
percussion) is touring for the
release of their new CD, "Threads,"
which will be released on Feb.
16. Tickets are on sale for $12 at
fairfieldtheatre.org.
77ie Mirror talked to Evans
about the upcoming concert
Barefoot Truth will play at Fairfield Theater Company on Feb. 21.
The Mirror: You have a new
album coming out on Feb. 16,
hour and a half away from our house
hop too, so I am trying to work that in,
"Threads," what are your thoughts
[in Mystic, Conn.], usually our shows
like Jurassic 5, the rhythms, not the
on it?
are two to 18 hours away.
rapping. We are all over the board.
Will Evans: I am really excited
Similar sounding bands would be like
about it. It's been almost two years
TM: What was it like touring
John Butler Trio and Guster.
in the making. We'd go in and do five
with former Dispatch member Pete
songs and then wait five months and
Francis in 2008-09?
TM: Do you think the band is
record again. Basically, we would
WE: It was great. A couple of us
heading in a good direction?
spend all the money we had and
always looked up to Dispatch, so to
WE: Oh yeah, I think we are all
then tour more and go back. I have
play with one of the guys from the
excited to hit the road this spring with
had more than enough time to think
band was phenomenal. We were
the new creation. We all finally feel a
about the album and the fact that I
playing each other's tunes as one
part of the CD. Every CD before hasn't
still like it shows that it is good. We
band, which was cool, to see how we
had everyone contributing as much,
interpreted his songs and then added
were definitely able to play songs a
basically everyone was still in school
bunch and work on things. We were
to it and how we fit him into our stuff.
so that came first and we did what we
able to change things. We added
We got to play cool shows, like last
could. This record we were all in it tosome horns during production.
summer we were able to play a few
gether. It is fun to have created somefestivals and get out west.
thing ... it's a different kind of feeling.
TM: Are you happy to be playing
We want to share it with the world, we
in Connecticut again?
IMWhoweieyour main influare all really excited. Hopefully the reWE: It's nice to play close to
cord is good enough to take us to the
ences?
home. I love the Fairfield Theatre
WE: It depends who you ask.
next level. Whether it is someone at
Company. It is a nice venue - you are
a live show passing on our name and
The jazz guys will tell you that the
really surrounded on the stage, with
someone downloading our music. We
influences are guys like Jamie Cullum
nice room to play. We hope to build
are big advocates of getting the music
... Billy Joel. Jay [Driscoll, guitarist,
our Connecticut following, espeout by whatever means.
vocalist, co-founder with Evans] and
cially with students in the Bridgeport,
I are very acoustic. Our influences are
Fairfield area. It is a nice market to
Read the rest of the interview
Dave Matthews Band, Jack Johnson,
go back to for us. It's only a hour, to a
online at www.fairfieldmirror.com
laid-back music. But I really love hip-

Julian Casablancas Makes
Waves with 'Phrazes'
BY ANDREW
ROBINSON
STAFF WRITER

I've read a lot
of articles about
the anticlimactic
end to the Strokes'
success story.
After the group
disbanded in
Contributed Photo 2008 for what was
described as a
Julian Casablancas, who started with the
"much needed
Strokes, goes solo with his album "Phrazes
for the Young."
break," the only
valuable information anyone seems to have about the Strokes is how great
they "almost were."
Julian Casablancas, former chief songer and vocalist for the Strokes, was recendy quoted in an online
interview, with a seemingly reluctant dissatisfaction after
the band failed to achieve the success of other mainstream artists such as "Green Day or Creed." Now these
seem like very shallow comparisons for those of us who
regard the Strokes as a band with far more substance
than either of these two bands; however, when it came
to the Strokes, I always found it better to disregard their

careless, despondent image and just listen. For Julian
Casablancas, I did the very same.
"Phrazes for the Young" is Julian's first endeavor into
a solo career. The record is jam-packed with his signature
synth revival, simple chord change and that apathetic
voice of the of the lost generation of underground punk.
The first track "Out of the Blue" reveals Julians greatest gift to the Strokes: melody.
"Yes I know I'm going to hell, in a leather jacket,
At least I'll be in another world, while your pissing on
my casket" Julian sings, proclaiming his underground
roots. Unlike his typically aloof singing we're all used
to, "Phrazes" seems to have more Julian in it. The lyrics
have a childish innocence that sing very well. I have little
doubt these songs were written without words and constructed lyrically depending on pronunciation and singability. Either way, for anything the lyrics lack, melody
caries throughout the record.
The album as whole is solid, and the tracks I would
recommend are "Glass" and "Four Chords of the Apocalypse."
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Tfe Vligfit (Bite
a review of restaurants in and around TairjieCd
gest ordering an appetizer of edamame, which are
sticks with your sushi.
Japanese soybeans. They are not only delicious and
For their entrees, there is everything from Chicken
addicting, but nutritious as well.
Teriyaki to Filet Mignon Teriyaki. Shiki Hana also has HiThe avocado salad is also terrific. It has avocabachi, and you can choose to have a variety of things like
do, crispy lettuce, and carrots, and is accompanied
salmon, chicken, or shrimp, or any combination like Beef
by a refreshing ginger dressing.
For the sushi, Shiki Hana provides you
with a wide assortment to choose from. They
have sushi rolls I have never even heard of,
such as the American Dream Roll, the Manhattan Roll, the Tiger Roll, the Sweetheart
Roll, and the Sex Roll. You even have the option to create your own!
They also have other rolls like the Sweet
Potato Roll, the Kiwi, Strawberry, Mango Roll,
and the Asparagus Roll.
I am not really a sushi lover due to the
Photos by Mabel Del Castillo/ The Mirror
fact that most sushi is filled with raw fish and
you can taste the seaweed, but I do love the
California Roll. I encourage those of you who
aren't sushi fans to try it because it is made
inside-out, making it easier to bite into. It
contains imitation crab meat, avocado, and
BY MABEL DEL CASTILLO
A look at the hibachi area of Shiki Hana.
masago (fish eggs). I prefer having it made with
STAFF WRITER
brown rice instead of white rice, and the outside
layer of rice
and Chicken or Scallop and Shrimp. The Hibachi entrees
Since Valentine's Day is coming up,
is usuare served with peppers, mushrooms, zucchini, rice, and
many of you fellows are probably wondering
ally sprinkled your choice of soup or salad.
where to take that special lady.
with toasted
Guys, if you want to get a better deal, take your date
Well, if you're up for a sushi date and
out to lunch and order from the lunch special box. For
only have a few bucks to spare, I would
sesame
seeds.
$8.00, you can have an entree served with rice, soup,
definitely recommend Shiki Hana, located at
Shiki
salad, California rolls, and dumplings.
222 Post Road.
Hana also
For dessert, Shiki Hana offers ice cream, exotic temIt is a cute littie secluded place with a
provides
puras like banana tempura, and also some creative drinks.
serene environment. This can be the perfect
you with low
So if you want to have a laid-back dinner with your
place to begin your intimate night and ensodium soy
latest fling, or you're dateless and just want to hideout
gage in some deep conversations.
sauce and
with your best friend, Shiki Hana is the place to go.
The seats are rather comfy and there is
forks upon
As Thomas Pojero' 11 says, "This is by far the best
just something about the place that makes
you feel relaxed throughout your entire
request, if
place in Fairfleld to get sushi, so men, start the night
experience.
you are un-right!"
If you want something to munch on
able to use
while deciding on your entree, I would sugThe edamame is a great start before sushi.
the chop-

Shiki Hana at 222 Post Road

Celeb Weekly Roundup
the latest gossip about your favorite stars
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America's comedic sweetheart, Sandra Bullock, received her first Golden Globe
and an Oscar nomination
for her performance in "The
Blind Side," a role that strays
from her typical fun-loving
comedy.
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John Mayer's at it again as this celebrity serialdater and heart-breaker seems to be shacking up
with the wholesome pop-country singer Taylor
Swift. If rumors are true, Taylor Swift may break
out a whole new type of "Love Story" in a few
months, minus the fairy-tale ending.
Lady Gaga is going "gaga" after E! News
reported that producers have been pushing
her to lose more weight, after already losing
a total of 20 lbs. All Gaga lovers would agree
that the only thing that needs to be whipped
into shape is the attitude of producers.

Things are not always "black and white," at least
according to "Vanity Fair." Evan Rachel Wood,
Kristen Stewart and Amanda Seyfried are just a
few of the white-as-snow starlets featured on the
upcoming issue of "Vanity Fair." The problem? The
cover failed to place at least one person of color on
the cover, which is stirring up a lot of controversy.

Kim Kardashian, the reality TV star of
"Keeping Up with the Kardashians," was
recently seen at the Super Bowl sporting no
ring, but was still there to support boyfriend Reggie Bush after the Saints won the
Super Bowl.
All photos contributed
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A Pep-Talk Just in Time for Valentine's Day
BY GABRIELLA TUTINO
ASSISTANT ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

"There are three situations in which the end result
will be sex:
1) If you're in a room with someone long enough,
2) If you're in a room with alcohol,
3) If you do not think about it."

Photos by Gabriella Tutino/ The Mirror

Harlan Cohen performing as "The Naked Roomate."

And so Harlan Cohen, best-selling author of "The
Naked Roommate: And 107 Other Issues You Might Run

Into in College," imparted his wisdom to Fairfield students thing will develop," he urged.
this past Tuesday night.
Overall, the FUSA event was a hit. Cohen closed with
Cohen is an advice columnist, singer/songwriter and
a song about syphilis, and students laughed through the
comedian who knows his audience well. After opening
entire program before asking for personal advice once it
the show with a few jokes about chlamydia, he launched
ended. Sophomore Laura Toolan really enjoyed the show.
into a song about meeting a nudist roommate, a situation
"I though he was really dead-on, and really interestthat hopefully most of us have never encountered.
ing," she said. "I'm definitely going to take some of his
Cohen's main objective of the show was to inspire,
advice and apply it to my life."
motivate and help students with the ins and outs of college life, focusing mostly on relationships, romantic or
otherwise. His talk was a huge success, attracting a
crowd of about 350 students in the campus center. He
interacted with the students, putting them on the spot
with such questions such as "Who is recently single?"
and "Who is looking for sex?"
He shared his own college stories and personal
philosophies on love, ascribing it to being comfortable in a thong.
"There are different roles we play in life and different times where we feel more comfortable in our
thong. And other times, when we are uncomfortable
in our thong, instead of turning off the lights ... it's
healthy to turn on the lights and stand in front of this
mirror with eight different sides and let it all hang
out," Cohen said. He continued by saying that if students can embrace and display [whatever] others will
fall in love with what is offered. "Like my ears," he said
(as Cohen used his big ears as an example).
Cohen was genuinely funny, and peppered his
talk with small jokes about STDs, sex and awkward
situations. Ba sic college humor. But the best thing he~
has to offer was his advice.
"If you are single and looking for a relationship,
there are thousands out there for you to find," Cohen
said. He applies the same idea to bad relationships too
— get out of it and look for your other options.
His ultimate point for students is to just put themselves out there, because it's all about risk-taking.
Cohen asks Stefanie Minuto '12 what she's looking for in a
"If you give someone permission to not want you,
guy.
you can talk to them without worry. And maybe some-

One of New England's Oldest, Largest, and Most Respected Names in Flowers
A Fairfield Tradition Since 1920 - Serving Fairfield County
Wide variety of quality cut flowers & plants • Fruit baskets • Wedding & party florals
Silk flowers • Arrangements for any holiday • Designer ribbons • European gardens
)
"IP '&IST '1-W'MxT

Shop 24/7 by phone or online at: www.hansensflowershop.com
800.448.1456 » 203.255.0461
1040 Post Road, Fairfield, CT 06824
Store hours: Mon-Sat 9am-5:30pm, Sunday Deliveries • All major credit cards accepted
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Valentine's Day Movies Everyone Can Love
BY ANA ZIEGLER
STAFF WRITER

Shakespeare in Love

Valentine's Day is coming up, which means romantic
movies are on the top of everyone's watch-list, whether you
are alone, with your friends or your boyfriend/girlfriend. Here
are a few that (hopefully) suit every mood and everyone.

I admit it, I am a fan of Shakespeare. I think he has written
great plays and this movie tells the fictional story about how he
was inspired to write one of the greatest love stories of all times,
Romeo and Juliet. The story is set in London, England in the 16th
century. We meet the young play writer Will Shakespeare, who
is struggling with writers block. This comes at a very inconvenient time since he just took on a wager, by attempting to prove
that a play can show the nature of true love. Luckily, he becomes
inspired by a young lady who loves the theatre.
What a great movie this is. It has great actors and the scenery
makes you believe you really are in 16th century England. The
passion of Will Shakespeare for his love of the girl and the theatre
just takes you in. The movie might seem a little strange at first,
since they speak old English, and takes a little time to get used to,
but everything they say sounds just so poetic. After watching this
movie, you might just take out that old copy of Romeo and Juliet
that they made you read in high school and read it all over again.
This time, though, for pure pleasure.

When Harry Met Sally
Sleepless in Seattle

Now here is a movie that even guys might enjoy. It is a romantic comedy, which makes it a lot easier to endure. Harry and Sally
meet while on a trip across the country, and during that trip they
find that they have very different opinions about love and relationships. Over the years they meet again several different times,
and we can see how their lives and their opinions about love and
relationships (and also each other) change.
This is a really funny yet still counts as a romantic movie.
Afterwards you will be saying: "I'll have what she is having."

A classic movie that probably most of us
have seen before. We have Meg Ryan in her
typical role, falling for a man she listens to on
the radio and that she has never seen before; he
does not even know she exists.
He, meanwhile, has other problems with ■
raising his son as a single father since his wife
passed away. His son can't take his father being
lonely anymore though, and calls a radio station
to help him find someone new for him to make
him happy.
This movie is for all of you who like the
really romantic stories with the true love everafter ending. It is perfect for watching it with all
your girlfriends and afterwards you can dream
about meeting that perfect guy.

Wall-E
Yes, even animated movies can be romantic. I know
some people that did not like this one at all, but I still think it
is one of the cutest movies I have ever seen.
Imagine the distant future. Humans have left planet
Earth because it is overflowing with garbage. The only thing
left is a little robot who is supposed to clean up the earth.
There is just one little problem — he has developed feeling over the years. While crushing all the garbage into little
cubes, he collects items that he finds and that seem valuable to him. At the end of the day he brings them back to his
container and puts them on a shelf that is already overflowing with the most random items you can find anywhere. One
of them is an old tape of a romantic musical that he watches
every night. His only companion is a little cockroach that
eats Twinkies for dinner.
After all these years cleaning Earth, Wall-E has become
lonely and is longing for the kind of love that he watches on
the tape every night.
Then one day, a new and advanced robot, Eve, is sent to
earth to see if life is possible again on the planet and thus the
story of the little robot that fell in love begins.
I truly love this movie. When you're watching Wall-E
all alone on the planet, you cannot help but feel so sad for
him. Besides that, it is also greatly entertaining when he
tries to win Eve's heart and shows her all the things he has
accumulated over the years, or when he meets the little
cleaning robot. He is definitely one of my favorite characters,
animated or not.
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If you don't want to sit at home and watch a DVD but would rather go out
to the movies, here are two suggestions you might want to consider:

Dear John
Another one of Nicholas Sparks' novels that has been adapted for the
big screen. The movie is about a couple who falls in love after two weeks,
but then continue to exchange letters after Charming Tatum's character
goes to war.

Valentine's Day
A comedy that features an all-star cast and that might be especially
good for the ones that don't like Valentine's Day, or all the romantic stuff
that goes with it. Comes out in theaters this coming Friday, Feb. 12.

All photos contributed

The Notebook
I don't like cheesy movies and many of Nicholas Sparks' novels
(and their movie adaptions) qualify as just that, but this is one that I
really like. It is a story about two teenagers who spend one summer together in South Carolina. He is a poor country boy; she, the daughter of
a rich family who just spends their summers there. They fall irrevocably
in love, her family disapproves of the relationship, and at the end of the
summer she must leave the relationship behind. Years later they meet
again and what then unfolds is a story of misunderstandings, obstacles
and love both lost and found.
The actors are great, the setting is beautiful and the script is wellwritten. Definitely a movie that makes you believe in true love and lets
you hope that there is that special someone out there waiting for you.
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FUSA PRESENTS CDMllMG EVENTS

WEEKEND SHUTTLES!

ON SUNDAY FEBRUARY 14TH, THE TOWN SHUTTLE WILL OPERATE ON THE SATURDAY

FUSA CONCERT!

FUSA PRESENTS:
SEAN KINGSTON, EVE 6, AND KAT DELUNA

DESTINATION SCHEDULE AS FOLLOWS:

THREE ACTS. ONE CONCERT!

FAIRFIELD CENTER: 12 NOON, 2PM. 4PM, 6PM, 7PM, 8PM, 9PM, 10PM.& FINAL RUN TO FAIRF1ELD CENTERAT 11PM. ,
BLACK ROCK SHOPPING AT OLD NAVY: 1230PM, 230PM

& FINAL

RUN TO THE BUCK ROCK/OLD NAVY SHOPPING AREA AT 430PM

TRUMBULL MALL: 1PM, 3PM AND FINAL RUN TO THE TRUMBULL MALL AT 5PM.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 20TH
TICKET ON SALE

NOW!

- ALUMNI
$30

STUDENT:

HALL
PUBLIC:

$40

LIMIT ONE TICKET PER STAGCARD AND ONE STAGCARD PER STUDENT

FAIRFIELD/BRIDGEPORT CINEMAS: 630PM. 730PM. 830PM. 930PM. 1030PM & FINAL RUN TO THE FAIRFIELD/BRIDGEPORT CINEMAS AT 1130PM

FUSA 2010 ELECTION INFORMATION
FEBRUARY 10,2010 - MEET THE CANDIDATES NIGHT MAIN DINING ROOM AND THE LEVEE

FEBRUARY16,2010- PRESIDENTIAL AND VICE-PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN
BCC LOWER LEVEL - 7PM
FEBRUARY 17,2010 - FUSA PRIMARY ELECTION (IF NECESSARY)
FEBRUARY 23,2010 - ELECTION DAY AND POST-ELECTION PARTY AT THE LEVEE

FUSA IS CHANGING ITS LOGO AND WE NEED
YOUR HELP.
STOP BY THE

FUSA

OFFICE, THE

BCC

INFO DESK, OR LOG ON TO WWW.FAIRFIELD.EDU/

FUSA TO GET THE CONTEST RULES AND REGULATIONS. ALL SUBMISSIONS MUST BE IN BY
FEBRUARY 22ND BY4PM. THE GRAND PRIZE WINNER WILL TAKE HOME A $500 GIFT CARD!

FUSA: THE OFFICIAL STUDENT GOVERNMENT OF FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
BY THE STUDENTS, FOR THE STUDENTS

SIBLINGS WEEKEND!

FEBRUARY 26TH AND 27TH

BRING YOUR SIBLINGS - NO MATTER WHAT THEIR AGE - FOR FOOD,
ENTERTAINMENT AND PRIZES!
WITH SPECIAL GUEST THE REGURGITATOR, ON SATURDAY NIGHT!
(NO SIBLINGS REQUIRED TO JOIN THE FUN!)

1
BECOME OUR FAN ON FACEBOOK!

TO PURCHASE TICKETS FOR EVENTS: VISIT THE BCC INFO DESK
FOR MORE INFORMATION: VISIT THE FUSA OFFICE AT THE LOWER LEVEL BCC OR LOG ONTO FAIRFIELD.EDU/FUSA
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COFFEE BREAK

Check online every week for
answers to our games.

Editor Keith Connors » mirrorcoffeebreak@gmail.com

fairiieldmirror.com.

T>ear Dee,
I recently found out that one of my good friend's girlfriend
cheated on him. I really want to let him know what she did, but I
am afraid that if I tell him, he will get hurt or, worse yet, defend her
and not talk to me anymore. He knows I am not a big fan of hers so
he will think I am just trying to break them up. I was going to tell
her that she needs to confess. What do you think?
— Nervous with Knowledge
Hey Girl,
Oh, dear. It seems you've landed yourself a spot
as the monkey in the middle, which we all know, is the
WORST game.
Unfortunately, there is not much you can do. Although it may feel like the right thing to do is to tell
your friend, you're right that he'd probably take her
side at first because who wants to believe someone
they love has betrayed their trust?
On the other hand, it isn't fair to just sit by and let
it happen.
Because you seem like a caring, honest person,
I'm going to let you in on a little secret. It's called,
"the 24 hour rule". Although you can't force his
girlfriend tofess up and tell your friend, you can
tell her that it isn't right that she cheated on
him, and if she doesn't confess in a day (aka 24
hours), you are going to tell him. That way, it
gives her a chance to be honest and at the same
time, it doesn't look like the minute you found

I 15

SencCyOWR
questions to
cCearcCee@
fair fie CcCmirror.
com

out you ran to tell him merely because you don't exactly
like her. No matter what happens — whether she tells him
or you tell him — you will be the one he comes to when he
needs a shoulder to cry on ... or someone to fix the wall he
punched.
Or whatever it is that guys do.

Disclaimer: This column is for entertainment only. The author is a student,
not a licensed therapist, and this column is not intended to take the place ofprofessional advice. The views expressed are the author's and are not necessarily shared by The
Mirror or its staff.

Katie Chandler is finding balance as the legal guardian
of her teenage sister, her busy life and her promising career.
Every day, she's feeding her life, her career and her future.

Feed your future at www.pwc.tv
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firms of the network, each of which is a separate and independent legal entity. We are proud to be an Affirmative Action and Equal Opportunity Employer.
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College Crossword
C/ ©2006 Joshua O'Connell. All Rights Reserved, http://www.lnpursult.com

by Joshua O'Connell

Live from New York...
ACROSS
1. swine
4. comic sound
8. one of Marge's sisters
13. opera singer's solo
15. gently initiate
16. related to an infection
17. Teacher Edna
19. Greek island
20. catch fire
21.sneaky
23. mine, in ancient times
24. shrewd
25. laundry detergent brand
27. Homer voicer Dan
34. prefix relating to the stomach
37. domain
38. beer quantity
39. portions of a circle
40. singes
41. fright
42. if by this, it's two
43. Lesotho unit of money
44. Smirnoff product
45. Simpsons voicer (2 wds.)
48. that guy is, for short
49. once-in-a-lifetime event (hyph.)
53. Helen locale
56. sweet potato
59. Person from an African
republic
60. heart part
62. the oldest daughter (2 wds.)
64. Nebraska city
65. racial insult
66. not ever, poetically
67. See 8 Across
68. yep
69. not wet
DOWN
I.Chinese dialect
2. German flower
3. he could be jolly and green
4. Native American tents
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7.
8.

random event, for short
takes advantage
dude, you're getting one!
a polymer used in electric
cables
9. aviator
10. leafy object
11. "All the Things She Said" group
12. big bang theory element
14. kidnaps
18. church location
22. screams
26. male sheep
28. not fiction

29. creepy

52

4

■ 66

33. Indian city

6
4

69

34. bad wound
35. region
. 36. what forms to protect 34 Down
40. know-it-all tone
41. grill promoter George
43. type of soap
44. snake poison
46. musical pace
47. prayer aid
50. paddled
51. one who takes a plane
52. intense
53. city in New Mexico
54. major Italian city
55. spoken
58. cow product
61. in brief, they can tow your car
63. take to court

32. type of tree
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57. too

30. East Indian fruit
31. squeaked out
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Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com
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IF IT'S NOT GARDEN CATERING, IT'S JUST NOT SPECIAU

HAVING TROUBLE GETTING BACK IN THE DAILY
GRIND?
START THE MORNING OFF RIGHT WITH GARDEN CATERING'S NEW

$3.50

BREAKFAST WRAPS

PICO DE VEGGIE WRAP (EGG WHITES, PICO DE GALLO, MUSHROOMS, AND SAUTEED ONIONS WITH SWISS CHEESE)
WESTERN WRAP (TWO SCRAMBLED EGGS, HAM, PEPPERS, ONIONS & PEPPERJACK CHEESE)
BREAKFAST BURRO (TWO SCRAMBLED EGGS WITH BACON, PICO DE GALLO, &. CHEDDAR CHEESE)
BACON POTATO WRAP (SCRAMBLED EGGS SNUGGLED WITH BACON, CHEESE, AND A CHOPPED HASHBROWN)

*** AND

OUR

$2.50

BACON, EGG, AND CHEESE SPECIAL!
INCLUDES A SMALL COFFFEE!

***

•PRICES ABOVE EXCLUDE TAXES.

OPEN DAILY!
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY: 8AM TO 8PM
SUNDAY: 9AM TO 5PM

NOW ACCEPTING YOUR STAGCARD!

OPEN DAILY

-

BREAKFAST

-

LUNCH

-

DINNER

2074 BLACK ROCK TURNPIKE (NEXT TO MOBIL ON-THE-RUN)
PHONE: 203-870-8444
FAX: 203-870-8441
WWW.GARDENCATERING.NET
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Follow us at mirror3x5 now on Twitter! We're that close
to tweeting at Kathy Lee Gifford. We just need that added
courage. We just need the strength. We just need her...

MIRROR SPORTS 3X5
Four score and...

PRESIDENTS DAY
EDITION

Our country'tis of

Super Bowl
Commercials.
Your thoughts, Mr.
President.

Oh, say can you

'

' '
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The Land of the
Free, and the
Home of...

■-.,...«

Seven years ago, our fore- Thee. Sweet land
fathers brought forth, onto erty, Qf thee I sing.
the continent, a new nation, conceived in liberty.

ABRAHAM LINCOLN
THE GREAT EMANCIPATOR
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Looks, kids. It's Big Ben.
;

BENJAMIN I RANKI.IIM

'.:.':'::":'..'..

■.'

:

See that T.J. likes him the
mochachina.

Me. Because it's all about
the me's, baby.

Can't believe it's not butter.

Bonerama.

HEALTHY, WBALTHY, WISE

i: ::
....,,..■■■■■■■■■■■■■...■■

THOMAS JEFEERSORT
SAGB OF MONTICEIXO

to words: Preamble,
bitch.

:

■.

■

■

ere is Bar Refaeli from?
Israel? I'd do the kosher
thing for that.

■

S': .'!" '

■

Hey, at least I'm not Marty
Brodeur. A half-sister's not
as bad, right? What can I
say? She was fine.

Abe wants the Man
Crunch.

':".

'^ ,'.'.':,

^:^-^:MM >

Let's just say that Ben is
thankful he lives in a country
where he can get 36-hour
Cialis.

(THIS WEEKS PRESIDENTIAL 3X5 IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY...

" Beer i$ proof tficrf 6o5 foves us cm5 wants us to 6e f)appy.
%n§ JOz tfiinRs I'm tipsRL,"
- Benjamin Franklin, 1775

Fairtield

UNIVERSITY

Career Comer

Seack Sidle Dett $ fLzza
Classic Bresfcfsst Sandwetes

Aipp&eeR

On-Carnpus Recruiting & Internship Application Deadlines
ErnstS Young
Aflac Insurance
Aflac Insurance
Deloitte &Touche
Cintas Corporation
Morgan Stanley Smith Barney
Enterprise Rent-a-Car
State Street Corporation
State Street Corporation
Deloitte & Touche
Deloitte & Touche
PricewaterhouseCoopers
PricewaterhouseCoopers
PricewaterhouseCoopers
PricewaterhouseCoopers
Kohler Ronan
Sun Life Financial
WB Mason Company, Inc.

Internship: Summer Leadership Program
Business to Business Sales and Marketing
Sales and Marketing Internship
National Leadership Conference
Management Trainee
Products/US Wealth Management Summer Analyst
Markets Summer Analyst Program
Management Trainee
Management Trainee Intern
IPS Operations Specialist, Associate 1
IPS Valuation Specialist, Associate 2
Enterprise Risk Services Campus Hire - CT
Enterprise Risk Services Internship
Internship: Tax Summer Internship
Tax Associate
Core Assurance Associate
Assurance SPA Associate
Entry-Level Electrical & Mechanical Engineers
Employee Benefit Sales Representative
Sales Representative

2/10/10
2/10/10
2/10/10
2/11/10
2/11/10
2/12/10
2/12/10
2/12/10
2/12/10
2/15/10
2/15/10
2/15/10
2/15/10
2/15/10
2/15/10
2/15/10
2/15/10
2/15/10
2/16/10
2/16/10
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Seaside Special;
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Beactede Gra Favorfes
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BeaeteiteFavMes
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$685

Overstuffed Sandwiches and Subs

intec tMra &WSL f«*r««* U*i*» aM Casst

Interviewing Skills Workshop:
i. Oxtixfi Sa5a) &s5a'

Catenng P^y Subs and
Sandwich Platters areav&labte*
Be&ss ra^i 24 hours *n afeance
3 prices 3f&f0f
"
y^'OjaS'TOC

Employer Presentation:
Christie's Education London and New York
Monday, February 22
4:00 - 5:00 p.m.

Oelwy 10 Faiifirtj U. Campus"1
Wa late (*e* %>. WC S -StS§ Csmf
:*i.f. Le&ffiew^TimatoK^.BfttwSOSCiri'^ijs.anii^^a
T DOtof Sofes. Ct«*se $0 50 r.y Rs&arai Wraps S1C0 to' &d».
Peppera, Oftiwi. Offws, £:: SC; Spor So^s snri >^^s $1 ffi i» S#<
Aii DitssnQS are free, fe^e WsaffilRi BSQ S fc

Learn tips and techniques for interviewing and networking
Thursday, February 11
4:00 - 5:00p.m.
Kelley Center Presentation Rm

Kelley Center Presentation Rm
resh Safed and Soups

Drop-In Hours:
Do you have a quick question or want your resume reviewed?
Fridays
1:30 - 4:00p.m.
Career Planning Center

Sunday
Hm-WJMH,

Delivery
f Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner! ;
&y8*He*i fi»s Best**) RM*C tea P«{Wi

Be sure to check Experience on the Career Planning Center
website regularly for updates!

Monday-Saturday
6a.m.-10|MTi.
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MEN'S BASKETBALL

IHE SAID IT.
"Why they're not in the Top 25 is
beyond me. 1 think they deserve

A loss in name only
BY KEITH CONNORS
GENERAL MANAGER

a lot more national respect than
they're getting."
-Fairfield head coach Ed Cooley on Siena's
impressive, undefeated season following the
Stags 62-60-80 loss to the Saints.

;GAME OF THE WEEK

S0*
H'l I'M
@ Rider
Friday, Feb. 12th

7pm, Alumni Gym

Much has changed since these two teams last met. Rider
again reverted to inconsistency - a loss to Loyola and
then a win over Niagara. The Stags, on the other hand,
stood eye-to-eye with Siena and didn't blink, a nice compliment to the team's convincing win over St. Peter's.

jMAAC STANDINGS
Team
Siena
Iona
Fairfield
Saint Peter's
Rider
Niagara
Canisius
Loyola
Manhattan
Marist

Overall Conf.
21-4
14-0
10-4
18-7
16-8
9-5
14-10
9-5
14-12
7-7
13-13
6-8
11-14
6-8
12-12
5-9
3-11
8-16
1-23
1-13

For the past two seasons, I've watched.
Watched head coach Ed
Cooley stride off of the floor
at the Times-Union Center
in a pseudo-limp - as if indicative of the battle that the
Stags just went through.
Watched him shake
hands with a stark face and
rush his way down the line.
Watched him turn his head
to the rafters.
Watched him just gaze.
It's hard to define
what it is a coach feels ih a
moment like that. Hell, it's
hard enough to define what
a coach really thinks whenhe talks to the media in ..
cliche-lish, no less when he
delves into the inner recesses
of his soul one of those memoments.
Then comes the moment that follows. The
moment he faces his players. The moment when he
chooses: yell, scream, cuss;
praise, laugh, applaud;
preach, teach, learn.
It's impossible to
predict Cooley's choice of
words in that "fly on the wall"
moment 24 hours ago in the
Stags' locker room following
the Stags 62-60 loss to Siena,
which stretched its consecu-

tive win streak in Albany to
34 straight games.
It's a lot easier to predict
his words, say, three weeks
ago, when the Stags were
missing in action and Rider
shot the lights out at Harbor
Yard. A loss at home to a
middle-of-the-road team?
Odds are his words were far
from kind.
Or against Iona, on the
road, when the Stags allowed
three after three and missed
free throw after free throw to
allow Iona to dance into second place in the conference.
None too pleased would probably be an understatement.
But last night, I'd like to
think Cooley went soft.
Not soft to the point
that he ignored the team's
17 missed three-pointers,
or their 15 turnovers to 12
assists, but a kinder, gender
Cooley that one would presume enter the room following a loss of that magnitude
when the game is so close, so
winnable, so big.
Cooley is well aware of
the dire circumstances that
fell upon the team a week ago,
when junior forward Yorel
Hawkins, perhaps the team's
most dynamic player, was
diagnosed with an apparent
season-ending knee injury.
Whether or not he has
played his last game of the

season remains to be seen,
but it was clear from the outset that the injury could not
have happened at a Worse
time, and that Stags faced an
uphill battle in perhaps their
most difficult stretch of the
season.
What happened, in both
games, was convincing, if ■
not impressive. TheStags
handled St. Peter's, which ' ■
entered the game poised to
overtake Fairfield for thirdplace in the conference.
Two days later, they stood
eye-to-eye with Siena in the
MAAC's capital region and
didn't blink.
Even the most ardent
Fairfield fan wouldn't have
predicted either a week ago.
In fact, a pessimist would've
said that the season wasn't
over, but that, without Hawkins, any chance of a March to
remember had vanished.
Something tells me
Cooley reminded the team of
that misconception after last
night's game.
Maybe the Stags will be
alright. Maybe they planted
a seed in Siena's head poised
to spring some March.
Maybe the next time Cooley
looks to the sky after a game
in Albany, he won't have
to think of a conciliatory
speech anymore. ;

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
;HE SAID IT...

End of Season is New Beginning

"We're going to have to scratch and
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

20

claw for every win."

Fairfield head coach Joe Frager on the upcoming stretch of the schedule.

iGAME OF THE WEEK

vs. Iona
Friday, Feb. 19th

7pm, Harbor Yard

Aside from a vital, late-season game against one of
the conference's better teams, the Stags aim for a
Senior Night win on campus against rival Iona.

jMAAC STANDINGS
Team
Marist
Iona
Manhattan
Niagara
Siena
Fairfield
Canisius
Loyola
Saint Peter's
Rider

Overall
18-6
13-10
12-11
10-13
8-13
11-12
10-13
10-13
9-14
3-20

Conf.
10-2
9-3
7-5
7-5
6-6
5-7
5-7
5-7
5-7
1-11

Fellow sophomore Taryn lohnson is
another player who has improved her game
as the injuries mounted for the Stags. She
finished with a career-high 18 points along
with four steals.
"My teammates found me in the right
spots," said Johnson. "We had a good two
days before the game. We knew what we
wanted to do and we gathered our thoughts
(after the early timeout)."
Frager praised Johnson's development,
especially the difference in her practice
performance this year.
"Her practice habits are tremendous and
she's carried that into the games," said Frager.
Fairfield was down 10-0 only 3 minutes
into the game when Frager took a timeout.
"I thought we were playing hyper defense when they were running the motion,"
said Frager. "We had to take away the curls
and play good team defense. Offensively, I
thought we didn't make them guard us for
the first few minutes."
Fairfield has gone through stretches
this season where they allow the other team
to go on a big run. But this time, they were
able to battle back and hold the lead, a positive step for the youthful Stags.
Fairfield was able to beat No. 20 Marist
last season on the road and while the Red
Foxes are not currentiy ranked, they are still
a strong team at 18-6 overall and 10-2 in the
MAAC. The win improves the Stags to 11-12.
overall and 5-7 in the conference.
"It's a very special win," said Frager. "You
just have to roll with the punches. We had
three of our top eight missing for a stretch."
Frager has pointed to the development
of Pina and Johnson as two positive devel-

opments for the team. But still, his team is
nicked and bruised.
"It's hard falling just short multiple
times," said Frager. "We're going to have to
scratch and claw for every win."
Pina and freshman guard Katelyn
Linney and senior forward Tara Flaherty
are playing hurt while senior guard Lauren
Tucker is out for a few weeks with a herniated disk and sophomore Sarah Paulus and
senior Kendra Hussey are out for the year.
"It's not easy," said Frager. "You try to
keep a strong, stoic face. But you find yourself getting a little emotional. This is my 23rd
year coaching and I've never really experience this. But if coaches start screaming that
the sky is falling, then the players do too."
Pina hit what would be the game-winning shot with 31 seconds left, enough time foi
Marist to run a final play. After a timeout and a
subsequent foul, Fairfield's defense held.
"One more stop, it just came into my
head," said Pina. "How much more have we
got inside."
Fairfield plays Canisius (5-7 MAAC)
and Siena (6-6 MAAC) this weekend, two big
games in terms of seeding for the upcoming
MAAC Tournament.
Frager said after the Marist win that the
struggle now would be to improve the team,
but at the same time, saving his players' legs.
Senior Stephanie Geehah, Pina and Linney
are all averaging over 35 minutes per game.
But with the wiri over Marist, the Stags
have shown the ability to beat the top teams
in the MAAC. Now the goal is to have a'
stretch of those games.
"Like coach-said, this is a new season
for us in the last seven games," said Pina.
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Storming
Baltimore
Swimming and diving teams poised
to make noise in upcoming
MAAC Championships
BY KEITH CONNORS
GENERAL MANAGER

Eleven days ago, wins were had,
records fell, and it appeared that, despite a collective setback to Iona and
Loyola (Md.), syvifnming and diving's
strong individual showings meant
there was no stopping them en route
to this weekend's upcoming Metro
Atlantic Athletic Conference (MAAC)
Championships in Baltimore.
Except for maybe mother nature.
Still/while inclement weather will
delay the outset of this year's conference championship meet, it'll be next to
impossible to stall the Stags from making
a statement at the Loyola Aquatic Center
this Saturday.
In fact, in the team's most recent
meet against the Greyhounds and Iona,
Fairfield set sevpn
program records, a
nice compliment to
the myriad of other
individual wins and
personal bests.
Conference
officials were among
those whose heads .
were turned by
KEATING
the strong outing,
as evident in their
selection of freshman butterfly specialist
Cacky Keating as the MAAC swimmer of
the week. Keating sej program records
in the 100-meter and 200-meter fly. She
was also was one of the swimmers in
two record-setting relays - the 200-meter
medley relay and the 400-meter free relay.
Keating, though, was far from the
only leg of the relay joining in on the
festivities. Sophomore Michelle Yoshida
continued an impressive follow-up to
her remarkable freshman year campaign
(Yoshida set fourteen program records a
season ago) with, a program-best in the
200-meter freestyle. ,_
The rheh's team, followed in suit with
strong showings in relay events. Senior
Boris Romandvsky, a team captain, and
freshman Paul Bimmler, who, like Keating, was a freshman MAAC Swimmer of
the Week this this season, were two legs
in the men's record-setting 400-meter
freestyle relay. The relay, which included
sophomores Andrew Robinson and Greg
Bellizzi, topped its previous top time by
eight tenths of a second.
Bimmler, primarily a sprinter, secured victories in the 100-meter freestyle
— another of Fairfield's record-setting
performances — and the 50-meter freestyle, while relay mate Romanovsky finished fourth in the 100-meter backstroke.
Two of Rdmanoysky's fellow seniors
— divers Taylor Stecko and Hillary Urbancic — also enter the MAAC Championships with added momentum, thanks in
part to a pair of victories (1-meter and
3-meter).
If the Stags are to achieve big things
in Maryland, it will likely be with the
added spark of Stecko and the team's
other senior captains.
"The captains work as hard as anyone
" on the team," head coach Bill Farley said
earlier this season! "You're getting really
great leadership in the water and out of the
water."
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Advertisement

Project Pierre Toussaint must reopen... n ow.
Sadly, the Fairfield University community has been sending a disre
spectful message to the people of Haiti: "If your children report that
they are being sexually abused by one of us, we will abandon you."
The Jesuits taught me that the service of my faith must include the
promotion of justice.
Project Pierre Toussaint's school and drop-in center served the basic needs of hungry, homeless, street kids. We must go to Haiti now
to show that we are in communion with the pain and suffering of
the victims.
We must go to Haiti now to work in "konbit" with our Haitian brothers and sisters to reopen the school. In Haitian Creole, a konbit is a
traditional Haitian method of working together to till your friends'
fields as well as your own - a cooperative effort."
Paul Kendrick, '72
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New and improved sports blog.
Online only coverage.
Week of Feb. 10, 2010
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FUSA ELECTION SPECIAL
MUNIZ VS. DUGGAN
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Eddie Muniz, Secretary of Student Life:
Fairfield, Vm the guy you are lookingfor
BY CASEY DONAHUE
STAFF WRITER

With FUSA President Jeff Seiser '10 graduating at
the end of the year, the student government is going to
need a new leader and Eddie Muniz '11 thinks he's the
man for the job.
Muniz, who currendy serves as FUSA's secretary of
Student Life, is running for FUSA President with a number
of issues in mind
that he feels need
to be addressed.
Such issues include
transportation, Living and Learning,
course evaluations
and advising. He
also said that, if
elected, he would
work towards building FUSA's image
as an aide to the
students.
"I definitely
want to make it
known that FUSA
is the official voice
of the undergraduate student body,
because I think
that's forgotten
sometimes," he
said. Muniz stressed
marketing FUSA's
programs more,
and "letting the
student body know
that FUSA is actually listening to the
student body and
hearing what they
want to say and talking about their issues."
In his two and a half years in FUSA, Muniz has been
both a senator and one of two juniors on the current
Executive Cabinet, experience that he says has taught him
how FUSA operates.
"I'm definitely a visible force in the FUSA Office," he
said. "I know how the meetings run and I know all the
problems in each branch. I have a feel for what needs to
get done next year."
One of the primary objectives for Muniz would be
to address transportation problems on campus. Muniz,
who worked on bringing the Connect by Hertz Rent-a-Car
system to Fairfield, said that students need more transportation options, especially now that sophomores are not
allowed to have cars and there is no more campus shuttle.

"I know there's a lot of students that have internships
in the morning in the city but don't have rides to get there,
so they're walking at five in the morning from one of their
residence halls to the train station, so I think we need to
work with that," he said.
"On the weekends the shuttle can go more places
than just the movies and mall," he added.
This year, the office of Living and Learning announced the addition of three new residential colleges, in

addition to Ignatian Residential College and Service for
Justice Residential College. Muniz said that the University
plans to eventually have all students go through residential college.
"Eventually I think all sophomores are going to be in
a Living and Learning Community in some capacity," he
said. "So I think we need to work with that and make sure
all students can enjoy that experience and not feel that its
something mandatory or required of them."
"FUSA needs to have a role in making sure these communities, if they're going to be required, are something
students can have control of and that they can make their
living and learning experience what they want and not
what the University wants," he said.
Muniz would also like to increase accountability from

FUSA members. "I don't think there's a big problem, but I
think there just needs to be set standards," he said.
"Basically making sure that everyone's doing their
job, whether it's going to a meeting, following up on their
initiatives, attending trainings, community builders, fulfilling your office hours."
Muniz also wants to work to improve advising, both
by expanding the Peer Advising Fair and by doing more
to make faculty advisors meet with their student advisees.
He would also like to market
the results of course evaluations and make course syllabi available online so that
students are aware of the
requirements of courses they
sign up for.
"I think it's kind of a
shame that students can't
see the course load of classes
they're signing up for and
they have to wait until the
first day of class to see that,"
Muniz said. "So that's something I would work on."
Muniz feels that he
is more committed to
FUSA than his opponent,
Kyle Duggan, and that his
dedication has created a lot
ofsupport in FUSA for his
candidacy.
FUSA Director of
Programming Rachel Feyre
believes Muniz would make
a good president. "I think
he's got great experience and
good vision," she said. "He's
the best."
Former FUSA President
Peter Caty/lhe Mirror Hutch Williams '08, who now
works for the athletic department, said, "His experience in programming and student
life with his current roll as Secretary of Student Life has allowed him to deal with multiple student issues and he will
be an excellent candidate for the FUSA president spot."
Muniz said that between now and the Feb. 23 Election
Day, he plans to go door-to-door at all of the residence
halls on campus and to meet with clubs and organizations
to build support.
According to Muniz, he believes that, despite popular
opinion, Fairfield students do care about what goes on
around campus and in student government. He is confident that they will show that by coming out and electing
him FUSA President.

FUSA Elections Unpacked: VP Johnson Running Again Uncontested
BY KERI HARRISON
NEWS EDITOR

FUSA Vice President. Senate Chair. Class councils.
Besides the election for FUSA President, many other
positions are open in the upcoming FUSA elections, which are
taking place Tuesday, Feb. 23.
Fairfield students will vote for FUSA President, FUSA Vice
President, class senators and members of each class council.
The position of chair of Senate is voted only by current members of the Senate.
Vice President
In regards to the position for FUSA vice president, Lauren
Johnson '11, the current FUSA vice president, is running
uncontested. According to FUSA President Jeff Seiser TO, just
because Johnson is running unopposed does not mean she
has automatically won the position. Unopposed candidates
can still lose to write-in votes.
"I am running for vice president for a second year

because I genuinely enjoy the role," Johnson said. "The vice
president position is a flexible one, and I was able to focus on
things that really matter to me."
According to Johnson, she decided not to run for president because she wanted to stay involved in other campus
activities as well, such as the Community Service Alliance and
study abroad this summer.
"The responsibilities I have as the vice president are
enjoyable — whether that be planning Fairfield Fridays,
mentoring underclassmen on the FUSA SWAT Team, or being
a sounding board for the President," she said.
If she does get re-elected, Johnson has a list of goals she
would like to accomplish.
"My hope for next year is to really build off the accomplishments of FUSA this year. Personally, I want to develop
a defined way of holding people accountable within FUSA.
Over the past year Jeff, the current cabinet, and I have worked
to define the roles of FUSA officials and develop a fun, team
atmosphere among them," she said.
"The next step is instituting a clear way of holding officials

accountable to these expectations."
In addition, Johnson said she wants to continue the
efforts of the Fairfield Fridays program as well as the FUSA
SWAT (Student Working All Together) Team, which is the new
program aimed at FUSA recruitment for underclassmen.
Senate and Chair of Senate
The race for the new Chair of Senate is between Greg
Burke '12 and Rosie Mathis '11. The current chair of Senate
Frank Fioretti TO said that the winner will have the opportunity to continue Senate in the direction he has worked on this
year.
"A Senate Chair can aspire to make inroads on initiatives
ranging from transportation to course evaluations," he said.
"However, their success will ultimately be determined in how they train and guide the senators."
According to Fioretti, both are worthy candidates.
"I think both Rosie and Greg are capable of fulfilling the
responsibilities of Senate Chair," said Fioretti. "They both are
dedicated to Senate and have been productive throughout

THE MIRROR I 8010 FUSA Election Preview
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Kyle Duggan, Class of 2011 President:
FUSA needs to be loud - I'm raising the volume
BY DAN LEITAO
STAFF WRITER

"Increasing student advocacy inside FUSA and increasing FUSA's role on campus."
These are junior Kyle Duggan's goals if he wins the race for
FUSA President A goal, he said he believes, "is very realistic."
"I think that with a core group within FUSA students can
really rally around FUSA and it can be something to be proud
of," said Duggan.
Duggan, who hails
from Westfield, Mass.,
has been the 2011 class
president since his freshman year. Duggan said
that this is the right time
for him to be running for
FUSA President.
"I recendy changed
my major [to politics]
and I can dedicate a lot
of time to FUSA — for
the school, it's a really
good fit," he said. "FUSA
has had a lot of good
changes, but it's not a
rallying point yet."
Duggan's goal is to
make FUSA "loud." He .
hopes to bring FUSA
back into the forefront
of students' minds. The
biggest goal he wants to
bring to FUSA is student
advocacy.
According to Duggan, one of his biggest
motivations has been his
belief that FUSA has not
taken enough of an active role in the staff layoffs, restrictive parking,
and the shuttle bus. He
cited the many times that
students have tried to take on an issue on campus and he
encourages that same initiative be taken up by students.
However, he wants FUSA to be there to lead them.
In regards to the other candidate for FUSA President,
Duggan spoke candidly about his opponent.
"Eddie is a great guy. I don't know him too well, but
he has been very capable in the executive board," said
Duggan. "I do not think he will make a bad president."
Although he has not spoken to Muniz about his
platform, Duggan said, "I've heard Jeff is going to support
him. That is going to be a continuation of a quiet FUSA,
and that is not what we need right now."

Hutch Willliams '08, a former FUSA President
now working with the University, said, "Kyle has had
adequate experience to deal with the upcoming role
as FUSA president. The FUSA president is a learning
experience in itself."
"I believe his length and time in FUSA will bode well
for him adapting quicker than someone else," continued
Williams.
Unlike when Williams first won, Duggan is running as

a junior and will have only one term in office if he wins.
"It's a different philosophy going in, you have a lot
more experience taking it on ... spirit and passion and I
think that can be done in one term," said Duggan. "It does
not make that much of a difference."
Williams refers to Duggan's experience through his
many accomplishments as class president: 2011 HalfwayThere Cruise, Movie Night In Town, Movie on the Quad,
2011 Iron Chef, Family Feud, Archie Moore's Christmas,
Disney Vacation Raffle, 2011 Sweatpants, Hats, and
Scarves, various T-shirt give-aways, and Late Night Hot
Chocolate Sales.

Duggan also gained valuable experience from other
activities on campus as well. He was the stage manager
for On The Spot Improv his sophomore year and he is the
director of Your Mom Does Improv.
Duggan said of the two FUSA presidents that have
come before him, "Hutch was school spirit, Jeff was very
passionate for Fairfield a very hard worker and did great
organizational things that will help it run better... Both
were good FUSA Presidents."
According to
Duggan,
his idea of
a successful term
as FUSA
President is
"that FUSA
would
be more
prominent,
and people
would
consider it
its student
government, that
is more
than programing,
the organization that
they get in
touch with
then want
something
done."
"Physical initiative would
be bringing
back an
on-campus
shuttle,
making sure that rising seniors are sure if they are getting
off campus and increasing the comfort level of current
students on campus," continued Duggan.
Duggan sees himself as a "very accessible person,
and easygoing. Anything they read or hear from me, if they
think I'm wrong, I'm perfectly willing to discuss it with
them."
"I'm very proud to go to this school. I want other
people to feel that way too," continued Duggan. "There are
a lot of negative things about life on and off campus and
I want to bring school spirit (but more then just athletic
school spirit)."

Senate Chair Race Heating Up, Class Council Candidates Getting Ready
their time as members of the team."
Burke has been a senator for the past two years and
served on the Senate Executive Board this past year. In addition, he is the co-chair of the Student Life Committee.
Mathis has been a member of FUSA's General Committee
in addition to her position as a senator for the class of 2011. As
a senator, she has helped create a Web site and list of landlord
contact information for the beaches.
Burke is excited at the prospect of Senate Chair and feels
that he is well-prepared to take on the challenge. "If elected,
I will have the privilege to serve my fellow students in a
meaningful manner while I continue to grow as a leader and a
member of our University Community," he said.
Although he did not elaborate on the vision of his plans,
Burke said he has a "four-tier plan" he will enact if elected. The
four tiers include representation of students, communication,
building a Senate team, and administrative restructuring. He also
said that he will build off of what Fioretti and former Senate Chair
Dan Lamendola '09 have established in Senate already.
According to Burke, "If elected, I will have the privilege
to serve my fellow students in a meaningful manner while I

continue to grow as a leader and a member of our University
Community."
"My vision for Senate next year and my ability to begin acting on that vision immediately after being elected is what makes
me the best candidate for Senate Chair," continued Burke.
Mathis, on the other hand, said she will strive to bring
realistic goals to the Senate. "Senate is about getting results.
Realistic goals, efficiency, and proper Senate etiquette are
things that will help Senate move FUSA in a better direction,"
she said.
According to Mathis, she is the right candidate for the
position because she not only has she done a lot of work with
FUSA, but she has a passion for the work FUSA does.
"Senate is where things get done, although many people
don't really know that!" said Mathis.
"The Senate is truly the student voice, and it would be
my pleasure to be able to facilitate the senators and get the
student's voices heard."
The current Senate will vote on the new chair of Senate at
the Senate meeting on Feb. 21, according to Seiser. The future
Senate members, though, are voted for by the student body.

Eight Senate positions are available for each class; eleven
students are running for the class of 2013, eleven for 2012, and
four for 2011.
Class Council
For each class council, positions of president, vice president, and treasurer are available. For the class of 2011, Mary
DeSantis is running for president, Joe Mercadante for vice
president, and there is no one running for treasurer, allowing
for someone to be written in. Class of 2012 has Charlie Knights
running for president, Jenna Allegretto for vice president and
Faolain Barrett for treasurer. For the class of 2011, Alexander
Baillargeon, Daniel Bruno and Sarah Joseph are the presidential candidates, Danielle Young is running for vice president,
and Deirdre Forrest and Matthew Boley are in the running for
treasurer.
FUSA members hope that the student body will come out
to vote for the various elections. When asked about the upcoming elections, Fioretti said, "I think it'll be a great one and
hope that students come out to witness it take place firsthand!"
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Fairfield's Own Mount Rushmore
Four University Leaders got Start as 'Commander-in-Stag
BY AMBER NOW AK
STAFF WMTER

As the FUSA Election Day draws close,
potential candidates may find themselves reflecting on the experiences of their predecessors for direction and guidance. Four former
FUSA presidents currently hold positions on
the University staff. Dean of Students Tom
Pellegrino '90, Vice President of Administrative and Student Affairs Mark Reed '96,
Director of Residence Life Karen Donoghue
'03 and Graduate Assistant of Marketing,
Promotions, and Fan Development Hutch
Williams '08, all held the position for at least
one term when they were undergraduates at
Fairfield, before moving onto careers with the
University after graduating.
Pellegrino begin his presidency the fall
semester of his senior year when he took over
the position from Warren DiDonato, who had
to drop the position because of academic
deficiencies. Although his case was unique,
Pellegrino says, the campaign process then
differed little from today's system of a petition, campaigning, and debates, except that
the FUSA president was always a senior.
Pellegrino feels that his experience as
FUSA president provided him with vital skills
that helped him over the course of his career
path after he graduated in 1990. He said, "The

connections I made with administrative and
faculty advisors really sharpened my skills.
They challenged me, gave me constructive
feedback, and honed my analytical and communication skills." He advises potential presidential candidates to keep in mind that the
job is essentially about what one can bring to
a team, he said "There is a lot of focus on the
individual and the title, but after the election
is over, I remind presidents not to make it
about 'you' but to think about the group and
how do you find ways for the team to win/
be successful." Pellegrino also encourages
Presidents to "make their 'mark' in terms of
bringing their own personal interests, talents,
and creativity to the position."
Karen Donoghue gained recognition
as the first woman to be elected President of
FUSA. Of the impact her experience as FUSA
president had on her life following graduation, Donoghue said, "It definitely helped
me get into graduate school and land an
assistantship, which helped me pay for my
degree. It also gave me my first crash course
in managing people — which I still do today
as the Director of Residence Life."
In the year of her election, Donoghue recalls that there were three other candidates.
She notices that the atmosphere was more
competitive in comparison to the elections
of these past few years, when, for example in
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Current Director of Residence Life Karen Donoghue was elected FUSA President in
1998, as seen here on the front pages of The Mirror.

2009 current FUSA president Jeff Seiser ran
uncontested. She said, "I think competition
brings a sense of excitement to campus and
it gets people more involved in the process
because their vote will count. I think FUSA
will continue to be successful regardless if
one or five people run for
FUSA president. However,
I think the process would
be more exciting and more
students would care if FUSA
elections involved more
students."
When Hutch Williams
■WHMNBMMHMnHH
ran for the Presidency he
too, like Seiser, ran unopposed. Williams contends,
however, that uncontested
runs do not make the
President's job easier, nor
| !!,>.<;.,., i-i,ni*.i
do the Presidents have
w $SHR!|^ WS'JTl}!. s#?*tHk
more power as a result. He
said that uncontested runs
simply show that either the
student body was pleased
with the candidate or that
no one else wanted to step
m M imt mm i
to the plate. He maintains
that, "Regardless of the
reason, it does not reflect
fm>&ftftKMit*> - ■•■■ -.
poorly on FUSA. FUSA is
more then just one person,
it's an organization of over
100 members and a group
that represents the entire
atiia^aii.!jLtir||.r>>.".i,Ml»iii'Tstudent body." Whether
Mirror File Photos
opposed
or not, Williams
Current Vice President for Administrative and Student Affairs Mark Reed was elected FUSA President in 1995.
believes the responsibilities
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and commitment of the candidates are the
same, and have continued to be so through
the years. Of the campaign process he said,
"It was about getting out to all of your fellow
students and letting them know what you
stood for and why you were the best person
for the job."
Current FUSA President JeffSeiser'10
readily admits that former FUSA presidents
who have gone on to establish an even more
prominent role for themselves within the
University have played a valuable role as
mentors to him throughout his term as President. Seiser has frequendy held conferences
with both Pellegrino and Reed in which he
gained from each of them invaluable guidance. Of a conversation he once had with
Reed after being elected, Seiser said, "he told
me that the position of FUSA president is the
ultimate internship and it really has been. As
FUSA president, what I have learned most of
all is how to make other people better. What
I mean by this is before I was elected FUSA
president I was a very skilled and motivated
individual who could achieve great success
on my own. As FUSA president, however, I
learned that as a leader, my success is dependent on my ability to lead others and develop
mutual goals."
It is clear that the position as FUSA president is an experience that will stay with the
individual for years to come. The experience
teaches key lessons on how to be a leader by
cooperating with others to achieve goals that
benefit the broader community. Such skills
are rewarding in any job after graduation.

Former FUSA Presidents 3X5
HUTCH WILLIAMS

1 ATHLETICS GRAD ASSISTANT

KAREN DONOGHUE
DIRECTOR OF RESLIFE

JEFF SEISER
CURRENT PRESIDENT

If you could go back and
be FUSA President for one
day, what would you do?

What is the biggest difference between your office
now and the FUSA office?

In three words, describe
your legacy on FUSA.

How are you different
from Jeff Seiser?

Finish this sentence: "As
FUSA President, I'm glad I
didn't..."

Declare that everyone gets
Fridays off.

My FUSA office had a
door.

Let's. Go. Stags.

Jeff is better looking.

Steal Mike Tyson's Pet
Tiger.

Not appoint Jordan
Schibler to my Cabinet ...

Nothing, it's actually the
same exact office, same
location, mostly the same
space.

Woman in Charge. (It was
the first time.)

Have you ever taken an
anatomy class?

Run for a second year.
One year was enough!

Savor ever minute of that
day.

Wait... I'm pretty sure my
office is still in the FUSA
Office...

We're Essential Pieces.

Who is Jeff Seiser?

Have just one term ... but
I am aging twice as fast
now...
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FUSA: Working or Worthless?
No Democracy Without Student Involvement A Powerless Pawn in a Futile Game
BY JONAS STANKOVICH

FUSA SENATOR
Every year, students
complain that FUSA
is not addressing their
interests. Students, when
looking for someone
to ascribe their blame,
should look not directly
at FUSA but at their own
participation in it as the
reason for their dissatisfaction.
FUSA's programming arm does a good
job. FUSA programming
events receive perhaps
the most criticism, but
most critics don't realize that the University
drastically underfunds
FUSA. Compare the
amount of money spent
at a program to a sporting
event, for example. FUSA
programmers do a fine
job with the money they
are allotted.
It's hard to voice
objections to the ways in
which FUSA is managed.
It has a great president
and good executives, all
of whom devote much of
their time on campus to
FUSA. Leaders have not
failed FUSA.
Where are the shortfalls? Most can be found
within the student body.
Half of the population on
campus has a cognitive
ability that would suggest that their brain is
permanently submerged
in a keg. The others are so
busy, whether studying
or working, that they
have no time to voice

their opinion or get
involved.
Everyone complains,
but few take action.
When the university
announced that sophomores could not have
cars, FUSA members
knew that rising sophomores were outraged.
They wanted to hold a
series of events to allow
students to voice their
opinions, including sitdown protests in parking
lots. Administrators
would be blocked from
parking their foreignmade luxury cars, and
might just have to walk
like the plebeians. Virtually no students offered
to participate in this, nor
did they respond to suggestions for less radical
initiatives, like holding
an on campus debate or
forum.
People always complain about FUSA's selection for our concerts. Are
they aware that the budget Fairfield gives FUSA
for concerts is miniscule,
less than half of what Sacred Heart is allowed to
spend? If the administration had chosen to forgo
turning the BCC parking
lot into a ridiculously
looking plot of grass with
sprinklers and had given
the money to FUSA for a
better concert, this year's
performers might be as
good as Sacred Heart's.
That leads right up
to the administration,
which makes Jimmy
Carter's look competent.

Without an active student
body for a voice of the
opposition, Fairfield's
administration rides
shotgun over students;
taking more of their
money each year while
underfunding student
life, like the concerts or
programming. They've
hired dozens of vice
presidents of nothing and
created an uncountable
number of unnecessary
departments. This has
resulted in a bulging
head count, draining the
University's budget, as if
unnecessary construction like eliminating the
traffic circle at DSB and
adding a strip of grass
to the walkway outside
of DSB didn't suck it dry
already.
At the budget hearing this year with administrators, FUSA senators
voiced concern that the
administration was being
financially irresponsible.
The administrators knew,
however, that the Senate's concerns could not
be backed up by student
action, so there was no
reason to take them seriously.
Alexis de Tocqueville
said that in a democracy, people ge. •vhat
they deserve. Right now,
Stags have the power
to participate in FUSA
and get their voice out,
but don't care enough
to get involved. They get
what they deserve, and
yet have the audacity to
complain about it.

BYTOMCLEARY
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Alexis de Tocqueville may
have said that in a democracy,
people get what they deserve.
But for that argument to apply,
one must be talking about an
actual democracy to begin with.
While FUSA may be a
government, it is far from a
democracy. Fairfield students
are part of a private institution
controlled by the administration. With rules articulated in the
student handbook, the students
turn aside the rights held in a
typical democracy.
The University decides what
rights students have and also hold
the right to change those rights at
anytime. The University does allow
freedom of press, speech and legal
representation, but all three of those
rights have been shown to come
with caveats, based on recent issues.
FUSA is more of a pawn
of the Fairfield administration,
one that has the power to enact
change and strives to do that, but
often, in the eyes of the students it
represents, falls short.
That is not to say that FUSA
is worthless or unnecessary. That
is also not to say that the members of FUSA do not provide an
important role on campus or do
not put in an excessive amount
of their time. Unfortunately,
FUSA is constrained by the
administration and the situation
it exists in.
In fact, FUSA has improved
steadily in the four years I have
been at Fairfield in providing
concerts and events that appeal
to the broad student body. But as
a decision-making, democratic
body, it still has a long way to go.
Unless the University is

willing to give more power to the
students who pay thousands of
dollars a year to attend the school,
that change will never come.
It is unfair to blame the students as a whole, because there
is little they can do about it.
At Fairfield, sit-ins and protests are often talked about, but
rarely followed through upon.
FUSA may have attempted to
protest the parking situation, but
the publicity for that event was
not there. And how could one
expect it to be when the administration that made the parking
decisions is overseeing FUSA?
Everything that is posted or
distributed on campus has to be
approved by the University, creating an unusual lack of freedom of
speech that is rarely seen on a college campus around the nation.
FUSA does its best to get
the student's voice heard and
much of the credit for that has
to be given to current president
Jeff Seiser, who in his two years
at the helm of the organization
ensured that at least one student
would be present on every committee on campus. But in the
end the students do not have
enough true power. It is time for
that to change.
It is not impossible for a
student organization to have
independence. At The Mirror, we
decide our own budget and have
full control over our organization. Other Universities even
have student government organizations that are completely
independent and decide their
own budget.
Why not let students, who
will not only be at Fairfield for
four years but will also be forever
tied to the University and will
eventually donate money to it,

decide the future of the institution, at least in some way. Let
FUSA vote on whether or not a
new building should be created.
Let FUSA decide how much
money should be spent on a
concert versus parking changes.
And truly listen to that voting.
The academic council has
the power to force change and
are respected by the administration. Their advice is rarely
ignored. Put the same trust in
the students who make up a
large majority on campus.
FUSA Senate will never
replace the Board of Trustees and
the FUSA president will not take
over the roles of the University
President Both those positions
play important roles, but it is time
for them to listen more to the
students and the direction that
they want to take the University
in. The students know better what
they and future generations will
want the University to be like,
more than someone who was in
college 20 years ago. Listen more
to what presidents like Seiser and
those he appoints to committees
have to say. That's also not to say
Fairfield's administration never
makes the right decisions, because more often than not it does.
Maybe if FUSA had real
power, more students would
be willing to get involved and
that would improve the University overall.
Until then, most students
will continue to ignore FUSA
elections and Senate meetings and those who choose to
participate will be like a pawn:
exposed and nearly powerless.

FUSA Class 2010: Never Heard From Again
BY CHRISTOPHER

11 ALISKOE

MANAGING DIRECTOR

No matter how much a student wants to get involved, no
matter how large they want their Stag-hoof-print to be, there is
one simple fact. They only have four years to make it.
The FUSA members of the Class of 2010 have begun to
realize that scary fact:
"I believe that FUSA has truly grown into a much more
grounded and organized organization," said Darryl Brackeen
Jr TO, who has been a member of the FUSA Senate for the last
two years and was a campus leader in IRHA in years prior.
"The class of 2010 has indeed been through a lot," he said.
"We no longer just talk about the issues, but we work to fix
them."
Uniquely for the class of 2010, the person who inspired
many of them to join FUSA is still active on campus and has a
chance to judge their success.
Hutch Williams, a graduate assistant in the Athletics
marketing department, was a FUSA President from 2006-2008.
Through his two years in athletics, he has been able to observe
those that he mentored.
"Jeff [Seiser] has done a good job as FUSA President," said
Williams. "He has both enhanced existing projects and helped
facilitate new ones while taken the time to listen to the students
and be an advocate for them through FUSA."
Seiser, who along with Williams shaped the last four years
of the FUSA presidency, said Williams was good to him, but his
real mentor was Joe Ginese, a former graduate assistant.
"Joe, was a person that really cared about me and what I
was doing in FUSA. The element that I am going to miss most

about this job is mentoring underclassmen," he said.
Seiser's vice president for the Class of 2010 both freshmen
and sophomore year was Jordan Hummel. She said the senior
class impressed her greatly over its four years.
"Ranging from the Halfway There Sophomore Semi Formal to Girl Talk the class council seems to improve every year
indicating what the class wants and delivering it in the best way
possible, while in the Senate it was great to see issues receiving
a students voice and coming to resolutions such as printing
course evaluations for students during registration," she said.
She highlighted the large retention rate of the class and
spoke about two individuals that stuck out in her mind.
"Brendan Monahan and Kelly Young as people who always remained dedicated to the organization and worked hard
to represent their classes interests even when it was difficult or
challenging to do so," said Hummel.
Seiser's understanding of FUSA has grown as time has
gone on. Seiser says that the impact of FUSA starts with his
cabinet down. He instituted two new positions with two seniors
relatively new to FUSA fame. He put two seniors in the roles
new roles to fill out an already impact class.
Erin Mackey TO, filled the role of secretary of the interior, in charge of making FUSA a more close knit community.
Mackey says the title of secretary of the interior is far to serious
for her, so she prefers secretary of fun.
"I think my biggest accomplishment this year has been
making FUSA more fun than in years past," she said. "I can tell
that these community builders have been effective because
there is more of a community within the FUSA office than in
years past."
Christine Ruane TO, FUSA secretary of marketing and

communication, took the other first time role. She stated that
her role was to improve the marketing of FUSA through such
vehicles as the "Tinkle Times," a paper posted on the bathroom
stalls.
"Oddly enough, when I look at what I have done so far
this year, 'Tinkle Time' with FUSA conjures up feelings of accomplishment," she said. "I have gotten a lot of great feedback
about the toilet time newsletter and feel that it is the most efficient way to reach students on a constant basis."
Ruane said that marketing was very much a learning
process this year and her successor will have their work cut our
for them.
Many of the graduating FUSA leaders had parting ideas
for their successors. Ruane said someone has to pick up were
she left off.
"I made a lot of changes to marketing this year, but there
are a lot more to be made. So, whoever does take my spot really
needs to think outside the box and be willing to work hard to
put ideas into action."
Hummel said she had hope their was more interaction
with those living down the beach and that FUSA took bigger
risk with their programming.
As to who will continue the legacy of the FUSA members
in cap and gown this May, Seiser says if anyone asks many
FUSA members who the successor is, they will say Ed Muniz.
But whoever is next to sit in Seiser seat, the current boss does
have one piece of advice.
"The next FUSA President has to have the ability to plan.
That is what the senior class, and myself have done so well.
It has allowed FUSA to engage our community better and to
market ourselves better."

Hey Fairfield:
Get Your Ass Out and Vote!
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